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FOREWORD
Volume II of the "Shuttle Filter Study" Final Report consists of two major sections. The
section entitled, "Contaminant Generation Studies at the Component Level," describes unique
test methods to determine the degree of contamination r,>]eased by typical operating compon-
ents. Several different components were tested and the results of these tests are deseribed.
The section entitled, "Component Sensitivity Test," describes a method to detez_uine the
level of par-_icu!ate contamination at which an operating component Jill fail to develop _ts
design _Ife. The degree of protective filtration reguired may be determined from the test
results. Testa conducted on a typical operating compenent, a bi-propellant valve, are des-
drlbed in detail.
q
J
_B£TRA_T
Contaminant Generation Studies were conducted at the component level using two different
mthods, radioactive tracer technique and gravimetric analysis test procedure. Both of these
were. reduced to practice during this program. In the first of these ,_ethods, radioactively
tagged coRponents typical of those used in spacecraft were studied to determine their contam-
inant generation characteristics under Simulated oper_£ing conditions. Because the purpose
of the work was 1) to determine the types and_quantities of'contaminants-generaeed and 2)
to evaluate Improved monitoring and detectio_ sohemeep no-attempt was made _o evaluate or
qualify Speci££c components. The components used in this test program were therefore not
£liqht hardwar_ items. 8onw of them had been used in previous Cestsl some were obsolete;
one m.an experimental devkce. They were supplied for the purpose of these tests by NASA
and NA$& contractors.
in addition to the component te_t_, various ma_erials of interest to contaminant and filtra-
tion Studies were irradiated and evaluated for use ae sutotracer materials. These included ..........
tes_ doses, plastics, valve 8eat materiels, and bearing cage materials.
Zn eli. five components were tested. These includedl
- _wo types of solenoid valves,
- An _ugmented ep_k £gniter valve aesubly0
- A hydraulia actuator,
- A bearing feet devise.
_hese oomponenu were Im£eet_d beaauae the_ wa=e rep_,.eeen_m_iVa of the basic motions involved
In win, i.e., elLdLng_feoee, rotetinq mo_, J_?ac_, e_c.
The tel(: procedure invoZve_ operating the oomponen_ a predetermined number o_ cycles in a
t_m_ loop, A airaulettng _luid ro_o,,ted sent"elaine| for collection on filler.acre.as.
Bith_= water, hyd_aulio _luid, or liquid n_ogen wan used. Nuclear detection techniques
were used _o determine the (:ype and quantity of eonteminante soil.areal on tt__e.
W_th _hese techniques, it was possible to ne_e on-line _aaauremen_e of contaminan_ generation.
In moot ¢dsee _he Iouroe'o_ the coati.Leant _ould be ldentLfLed_ i,e. _ "valve bodye" "bearing
za_o," or©. Sensitivity wee quite good using these methods. 8_nee teat :eeult8 Lhc_L_aCed t:hst
10 _orogrme of typiset oon_aLnant n_teriele san be detected with else, Using more sophie- P
riveted techniques, tJle limi(; Of detestability aan be extended to I nanogrl,_, but the:e seems J
to I_ no Fractional tnaentive to do se for the purposes of these teetl.
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1.0 CONTAmINaNT GENERATION PAP_ETERS
2.1 Definition of Main Parameters
_rameters that affect the performance of typical fluid system components can be
divided intothree categories for this study. They are:
Source of Contaminants
- contaminants in_ially in the systmu
- coz_taminants external to the system that enter when it is opened or
': loaded
- systen generated contaminants
"Effect of Contaminants on Components
"Performance Degradation oz FailuraDue to Contaminant Effects
For oonvenlence, in the discussion that follows, these three categories of paramete£a
are referred to as SOURCE p_rameters, EFFECT parameters, and PERFORMANCE parameters.
I.2 SOURCE Parameters
We asses that suitable design of ground faci_itles-to minimize e_ternal contamination
is technically feasible. Therefore, it is excluded from further discussion.
Contaminants initlally in the system can come from a variety of sources. Table I
lists typlcal types of internal contaminants as well as parts of a fluld syst6m where
they san be found.
System generated contaminants can arise irom the operation of various components wlt_i
_ movlng surfaces. These particles are formed by mechanical action w_en surfaces mutually
£Eac_Ur_ and s_nter In_x_each o_her, or by chemical action (corrosioh), or by vlbra-
_ion or impact. Figure I sh_s potential sources of syste_ gener_amin_nts.
1.3 E_ECT Parameters
Contaminants can affeut moving mechanisms, clog filters, cause flow erosion, and lead
to deterioration or _dlflcatlon o_ fluid parameters. The most serious of these effects
. are those which are related to moving mechanisms. Figure 2 summarizes the typlcal effects.
1.4 PERFORMANCE Parameters
When the operation or behavior of components As modlficd by contaminants, the result _
!
is altered performa_ice. Th_ performance parameters affected will determine tho sensi-
tivity of the component to contamination. For some parameters, sensitivity will be

FIGUK_ 1: SYSTEM GENERATEDCONTA,_IINANTSOUKCES
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FIGURE Z: EFFECTS OF CONTAMINANTS ON TYPICAL COMPONENT_
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• _
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meter 'I ,
.h. _._,__. ContactPreventio_ Val.ve leakage :_'
much greater than for others. Typical parameters includez
- Leakage rate
- Torque, force, and breakout force requirements
- Pressure decay
- Excessive pressure drop
- Flow decay
- Flow zestrtction or modification
- Overheating due to friction
- Reproducibility of operation
- Increased power oonsun_tion
- Material integrity
- Structural integrity
- Degradation of another component
- Dimensional tolerance or mlsalignment
• In conclusion, it can be seen that numerous paramters are required to specify the
performance of the component& in a system. Each component involves some but not nec-
essarily all of the test parameters. The cost of testing and qualifying every component
would be prohlblti-_e, since the number of parameters and their relationshlp a_quite
complex, even for seamlngly simple components.
T_erefore, typical components were selected in an effort to examine the performance of
representatlve items. Although the componencs tested by no means include examples of
eveny type found in a spacecraft fluid system, an effort was made to include in the test
program examples of each of the sources shown in FigUre I.
2.0_RADIOA_I_ TRACE_' _'ECHNIQUES
2.| Introduction
This section describes radioactive tracer tochnique for studyi_g the effects of con-
tamlnant8 and for studying component contaminant self,generating characteristics in
fluid systems used on spacecraft. The methods utilize radioactive tracers and neutron
aotivatlon ana_ysls techniques to achieve a high sensitivity for analysis, to allow
qua_tlflcation of contaminant concentration and particl_ size, and to make rapid, re-
mote de_ection of contaminants possible.
The need for tJ11s work arose when it became apparent that conventional graVimetric
method8 are limited in application. The main limitations are:
Se_sltivity is limited to 0.1 -- 1.0 milligram.
Difficult to discrlminat¢ between contaminants generated by..ttest items
and other foreign materlal which might be _resent in a test loop.
Remote detection or "on-llne" measure_dnt of cont_nlnant8 i_ not posslble.
Test system must be perturbed to deteEmlne amour.t of contaminants present.
In scae fluids, such as hydraulic fluids, it is difficult to £et accurate
gravimetrlc results.
In all cases, care must be exerclsed to avoid loss of contaminants before
weighing.
Using _adloactlve tracers is a lOW-COSt_ coRvenlent way of clrcumven_ing each _f the
"'-_ above problems.
2.2 K_1_hoa..____s
Two mai_ types of tests were conducted under this program. In one pa_t of _he program,
_es_s were run with "test dusts" or other types of slmuZated contamlna_ts. These in-
cluded such tl:In_s as At-coarse and AC-flne tests dusts (Arizona :odd dusts), which do
not necessarily represent the type of contaminants _ound in actual spacecraft systems.
However, they are useful as a device for making comparative studies of various types o_
4
fil_ers, and for evaZur_ting certain wear mechanlsms.
When teat dusts are used, the objective is _|ualZy to evaluate filter performance or I
T
to d_termlne the effec_ of contami_;an_a on a particular component.
6
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In a tea/ system, each component must also bc Considered as a source of contan,_L,..4.
The; the proulem can be divided into two parts:
(1) Determining effects due to contaminants added to system.
(2) Determining effects due to components g_nerating contaminants. _
From this introductory discussion it can be seen that in theory every component such
ass va)_e, bearing, or hydraulic actuator should have two filters: on_ "upstream"
_o prevent system contaminants from causing it tc malfunction, and another "downstream"
to prevent contaminants it generates from afiectAng other components in the system.
Obvlously, the filter requirements for a particular fluid system can.not be specified
in_, optimum way unless the precise perform_ante charac_eristlcs of each component are
known. These include its propensity to generate contaminants (ra_e, particle size
distribution, amount, etc.) as well as its sensitivity to contaminants I_the system
from rther sources.
One of the objectives of this work was to develop improve_ methods for-studying typical
spacecraft components in order to gain information concerning their performance.
Taqqed Cont_mlnant StudJ.es
Figure 3 i11ustrates the method when radioactively tagged test dusts are introduced into
a test system.
Th_ sensitivity of selected components to diffeTent types of cont_,inan_s can be studied
in _nls _Lay. To q_t_n_ify fl%e analysis and _ake a rapid, highly sensi_ive, and remote
detecti_ technique possible, the selected contaminants are irradiated to provide
level radtoac_ivi_y for tracing purposes. Different compounds could be selected to
"'"_ provide dis_inct isotopes as a _racer for each particle size range of interest. Typical
examples are shown in Table 2. This llst is not complete; many Other types and particle
sizes are available and could be used if desired.
Since each isotope has its own characteristic gamma spectrum, it is possible to deter-
mine the particle size distribution remotely.
_nother advantage .of the radioactive tracer technique is tha_ it allows truly q_antita-
tive work to be perfor_e_. When test dust is added to a test system, some of- it lodges
on the walls of piping and _Ittlng_. Uther dust or particles may be unavoidably present,
if for no other reason tha_ because the test loop itself generates them. The radioactive _._
method ignores the:q extraneous sources of contaminants and yet allows a correction for
,,_
unavoidable losses. I_ ):ecessary, quantitative mass balances can be made by assaying
TABLE 2
SOMEPOSSIBLE TAGGEDCON.T_INANTS
(Test Dusts)
.=. i i
• i i __ i • | |i __ i li'l , , • | i
DESCRIPTION TAGGING ISOTOPE PARTICLE SIZE
_microns}
-" i. i i __ l i | i• i•,
Red iron oxide Fe-Sg 0.3 -. 1.1
Molybdenum Mo-99 1 - 10
t
Glass_beads Na-24 10 - SO
i i I i I u i i . I i i ii
i ii |
O0000001-TsRn --

m,
the pipes and fittings until all of the test dust..,has been act, _ ,d for.
Component Autotracer Studies
Emphasis in this program has been p__aced oft determining the contaminant generating char-
acteristic8 of representative spacecraft components. Figure 4 shows a sketch of the
test procedure used for__these measurements.
The procedure requires that the component flier-he examined to determi_te which of the
_ sources shown in Figur41 I apply. _When thiS step has been comp._eted, the appropriate
.... parts of the _omponent are removed •and irz_adiated to provLde the-speciflc activity
l-
.... needed fO_' a test o£ given duration.
,= The specific activity to be used de,ends on the duration of the test, tha amount of
._ c_ntaminsnt generated, the 8ensit_.vi4-y of the detecting instrumentation, the shielding_
and health physics limitations, and applicable licenses and saf0ty--regulations. In
, general an appropriate analysis by a qualified nuclear engineer is required for each
i_ test.
i Monitoring by a health physlolst during Irradi2tlon and testing is necessary to Insurethat Safety r,gquiremer_t8 and State and Federe.l regulations are met. The health physicist
also monttocs decontamination of the system, waste disposal, and personnel exposure
records. While the use of radioac_ivity Lm_oses certain additional complications in the
_est procedu:e8, _hey are by no means rest=i_.'_ive. Comparable measures a%e taken to
provide an adequate measure of 8hfety when wor_n_j with most IndustEia_._processes
" involving cryogeni-, fluids, corrosiv'_ f]_IdS_ inflammable materials, and other potentially
hazardous agents. Besides, in gene=el the amounts of radioactivity involved are quite
4':
"' small, and the rl.sk of personnel ex_u_-e or InJu.-y i8 negllgit_le, care must be exer-
cised principally to insure compl_ance _ith _he aFproprLa_k-laws and regulations.
The autotracer method has a number of unique advantages. First, contaminants can be
=outlnely detected with excellent sensitivity. Consider the following example:
S_nsttivity___f Method
An irra_i&_e_ samp'le of 304 stainless steel, i.e._ a beating or structural part is
allowed to operate J_ a test system. The generated contaminants are trapped in a filter
A
Or _ilters. The £ilters are then counted in a 3" X _" Nal scintillation counter. The
equation which re!=tes _he filter residue count rate to the irradiation and counting _" !
•_ parameters ist
U
i l"
........ - ..... _: .._I_ _..

A - _ (I e_Tp - ) eAT _y
- 3" x 3" detector efficiency (35_)
w - Weight of contamlnant_ grams (I0"6 grams)
_a- = macroscoRic absorption cross section
p = density of contaminant material
A - _e=ay. constant
a irradia_on time (0.5 hr)
t - elapsed tin_ between end of Irradla_ion and counting
a - t isotope in-element.
- t elemeht in 304 S.S.
7 t | 7 ray output/dislntegration
TWo irradiations are considered: I) a half hour irradiation with thermal neutrons
(Table 3| end 2) a half hour irradiation with 14 MeV neutrons (Tabl_ 4)_. Examination
of the tables clearly IndiOates that for both thermal and 14 MeV neutron irradiations,
the isotope Manganese-56 is produced in sufficient quantity to allow reliable detection
of.a I mi_Eogranlquantlty of 304 stainless steel deposited on the filter. I_ addition,
the remaining isotope activities are orders of magnitude belo_ the Mn-56 activity, re-
m_Itlng in no interference. The 2.6 hr half-llfe of Nn-56 is-sufflolently long to allow
the ¢ountlng to commence as long as I0 _o 20 houris after irradiation while retaining
sufficient sensitivity. However, after a few days, the syStem-will have lost the actlv-
i_y d_e _o decay of _56. For example, _f_e= 3 days, the Mn-56 residue-still wlthi,
the &yste_ wit% have retained only 5 x 10-8 of its original activity, which is far below
The%e =al_Qiatlons were made onlF foe 304 etai_leSs stee_ bu_ slnce all staln'less steels
oonta_-slmilar amounts o£ mengaaese and iron, these calculations or slmila_ ones could
be applied to all stainless steels. A s_n/lar approach wound,s used to evaluate other
materials.
Depending on the deteatlon iystem, irradiation time, and materials used, t_ace-duantiti_s
as low as 10 "9 gram can he detected accurately. Using low level sources. 1 microgram
(10 "6 gram) sensitivities can be attained routinely using this method.
PaL_ticle.Size Dtstrihu_ion
The particle size distribution of contaminant particles can be estimlted by using several
filter screens with different mesh s|zes. The relative count rates are proportional to
TabXe 3
THE_L_L Ig_UI:RONIR_D_ATIObL OF 304 SS
Cone-half-hour irradiation)
Compo- E '
sition tl/2 _ °th £a W a CountW/O in. Hal£ Gamma Energy l Cross Abund- A Rate
Isotope S.S. Life _ Yield SectiOn --_" ance Activity* per pgm
(blev(t)) Cbarns) (_) (cps) (cpm)
.08 ...................
_r $0 18-20 27,8 days 0.32 _ 7.Sx10 "9 4.3 7.8 15
(9t)
_qiG4 8-12 - 2,55 hr 1.48, 1.11 1.7 2xlO "'10 1.16 3.3 20
(29t) (14t)
Si30(max) 1 2.6Z hr 1,27 0.1 6.5x10 "10 3.09 11.3 O.1G(o.07_)
_50(max) 2 2.S8 hr 0.84, 1.811 13.3 1.1x10 "8 100.0 182.0 3800
(lOOt)
s (max) 03 ........
_ (max) .0.4..5_ .............. r .....
Pe - - long low low ............
L - '
*i_otopo wo_jht only.
o
14 Me_ NEUTRONIRRADIATION OF 30_4 SS
(one-half' hour tr,r_dtatton)
,i i i
i •
Compo-
szt_on tl/2. E_ °th Zaw a Countw/o tn llalf Gamma Energy Cross Abund- A Race
Isotope S.S. Life _ Yield Section _ ance Activity* pe_ ug_
(Mev{_}) (barns) (t) (cps) (cp_)
CrS2(n,p)Y 52 18-20 3.70 m --- .07 1 ........ !
_iSi(n,2n)Ni 57 8-12 36 hr .127,1.32,1.89 .04 3.3x10 "11 07.7 0.35 0.73
(14t) (86t) (14t)
Ni61(n,p) Co61 8-12 9g m .072 .18 8.Sxl0 "11 1.25 0.056 0.12(lOOt)
Si 30 ,y)St 31(n ....... ,00049 ........... i
534(n,a)Si 31 0.03 Z.GZ hr 1.26 .t4 Z.OSxlO "8 4,27 19.5 0.12 _t
m
t r1'1t I ' t
O00000( I-T Rn7
.................... _ ......................... _ ..... _................................................
B _
the mass collected on each screen.
:._ Origin of Contaminant Particles
By performing ganuna ray spectroscopy, it is possible to determine the isotopes pre-
_ valent in each material used in a component. If.different materials are used, for
-- exampl_, in a valve body and seat, then the gamma spectra will reveal which material
_ is producing the contaminant p_rticles an._ how much (r%latively).each material geneE-
_ ares contaminants. The requiremen_ for different materials is not an_absolute limita-
i _ion to the method, since _here are other variables. For example, the same material
can sometimes be irradiated for different times o_ wi_h dif/erent _a_ticles to emRha-
size differen_ isotopes. Alterna_iveLy, the surfaces of s_e=ific parts can be coated
or alloyed wi_h materlalo incorporating trace quanti_es of approprlate isotopes.
Real Ti_e Measurements
Because the measurement technique uses penetrating gamma radiation, it is not necessary
to open the syste_ and _o remove the collection devices in order to measure the mass
of the contanlinants. The measurements can be made remotely (e._., through a pipe or
fitting wall) and continuously, while the component or process is in operation. By
eelectlng the appropriate isotope, autotracers with "sheif-llves" ranging from hours to
years can be produced. Thus the test method is applicable to any _ime span requirement
likely to be encountered in component testing.
A number of vari_tions on tl_e basic method are pos_]bl_,_depending on the instrumentation
avaiiable-and specific test _equirements. T.F. 1 l_sts _ typical test procedure based
on t_ methods described above.
2.3 .ResUlts
a_atem Tests and Calibration
The detector system used one or two chan_els, depending on the tests being conducted.
Each channel consisted of a detector (scintillation detector or Gt! tube), r,_temeter,
power-supply, and strip chart recorder. In some cases a single channel onalyzer (pul._.
height dlsc_£mlnator) and tlmer-scalar were used.
The detectors were enclosed in specially fabricated shields and posltionod adjauent to
flanges containing filter screens. Ex_edlent shielding was placed around th_ irradiatcd _test component to reduce the background radiation level. The system _as initially ch,.,ck- 1
I el out using an _Ci Cs-137 check source. Following this, it was tested by insertinq
about 8 mq of fine particles _£ Au-198 irlto the test icop and collecting them on a fil-
ter_screen. These initial tests demonstratod that the-system had adequat_ sensitivity.
Figure 5 is a photograph of o_e of the test loops showing detectors, instrumentation,
and the recorder.
Contamina_It Tests
Several test materials were irradiated to determine their suitability for use with
radioactive tags. They included:
&C coarse test dust
AC coarse _est dust with iron pyrite
AC fine test dust
AC coarse test dust with-zinc sulfide
A cryogenic insulting material (POP)
Neutron activation analysis and gamma spectroscopy indicated that each of these mater-
lals contained trace elements suitable for use as a radioactive tag. All of the test
materials showed radioactive Na-24 one day after irradiation. The tests indicated the
presence of other isotopes, including Mn-56, AI-28, and Cu-64. No attempt was made to
produce or detect long-lived radioisotopes for these tests.
Following these tests a sample of AC coarse dust was irradiated and then added to water
flowing in a test loop. The loop contained a325 x 2_00 wire mesh screen as a filter.
Data for a similar test using non-radloactlve t_st dust were available from a previous
test. i
T_leal results for one test are rp_K_sentedbelow:
"_". Test _ust - AC coarse I
Add siz_ - adds weighing 4 milligrams each !
Run No. - 2 |
Screen - 325 x 2300
Component Dust mess (milligrams)
Filt%r screen 26.40
O-rlngs 0.48
Wiped from flanges 0.35 _
i
Presume deposited in test loop 0.77 i. _
2s.oo _ I
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Analysis of the test results led to the following conclusions:
The radioactive method gave the same results as obtained
p_eviously using conventional methods. Cumparison was
basedon the pressure drop across the screen vs. the mass
Of contaminant added. In the previous ¢as_ the mass was
determined gravimL_trically, while in the radioactive cauo
it was determined using the radiation detection system.
A careful investigation of the system revealecL that some
of the radLoactlve test dust was depos/ted on the internal
walls of pipes, on the flange, and on O-rlngs used to seal
the _ystem, and never reached the filter screen--
Component Material Tests
TeS_s were also conducted to determine the suitability of certain materials as auto-
tracers, sp_eciflcall_those which might_he used for VaLve seats or_hearing cages in
cryogenic applications.
The materials tested under _his portion of the program are shown in Table 5. The tests
indicated that isotopes such as Na-24, Cu-64, Mn-56, Si-32 and others were present in
every material. Figure 6 shows • typical gamma spect=um for one of the samples. Based
on the test results, t_ was concluded that the autotrace, method was also suitable for
use with these materials.
TABLE 5: COMPONENT MATERIALS
Virgin Teflon
Eynar
VespeL
Teflon PEP
Nylatron GS
Kel F 81 i_
Reprocessed Teflon
Nylon LP 410 6/6
Delrin
- -.. _ Virgin Teflon, 2_q glass-filled.
Fluorogree_ E-600
Armalon
Rulon-3 1
ComponeRt Te_ts
Several oon_onents were tested during the course of the project. Results are summarized
in Table 6. Figures 7 through 10 show the components tested. Some highlights from each
test arz described, in the following paragraphs.
0qlenoid _ Yes
Licensing i,mitations prohibited work with high level induced activity, thus csusing
the irradiation time to be relatively short. As the primary isotope _eveloped was Mn-56
with only 2.58 hours half-life, the duration of the experiments was limited. Still, it
was possible to detect !see than 50 micrograms of material from the second valve, demon-
O0000001-TSB11

TABLE 6
CO,_IPONENTCONTA,_IINANTGENERATIONTESTS
m , l i , , , i | , ,
• , f , i iL Inn , ,
NU_IBER CONTA,_tINANT
CO,_IPONENT TEST FLUID OF CYCLES GENERATIONDETECTION
• i ,l t , • i J i i _ i
SoIeno£d Latching I ,
Valve Water 5,00Q Not detected
Solenoid Valve........ War.e._........10,000(a) <50 micrograms
Valve As_emb'Ly,aug-
mented spark igniter LN2 1,700 4.8 milligraans
Hydraulic Actuator Hydrau1"icfluid 5,400(b) 0.69 milligrams
,_lil-H-5606
Cryogenic bearings (c) LN2 240,000(d) 81_5 milligrams
.... | , .
*|J ] i i , i i , i l
NOTES:
- (a) Test was run fOr 20#000 cycle_ total. Forty milligrams of AC
coarse teat dust was ndded during second 10,000 cycles; no radio-
activity was detected due to decay._
(b) Actuator was cycied 5,5010 cycles un_o_ed__n._...l,800cycles with a
$ l_.s£de weight.
(c) Beariags were operated in a bearing tcst assembly.
(d) Test terminated due to failure of one set of bearings..
_Jt
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P]_tJRE 7; SOLENOID VALVES
• •
CAUTION ,,:_. ,,,,._,
CAUTION It
t
'..,_ HYDRAULIC
•_.;.,,...;,_....
" ACTUATOR
_ tire
FIGURE 9: HYDI_ULIC ACTUATOR
CAUTION __
_"-, _ _,
8
RA,DiO_IIVE
MATERIALS _"ARmG
' TEST A_S'Yb.. ,.
FIGUR._ 10: BEARING TEST ASSEHBLY
strafing the sensitivity of the method.
Valve Assembly, _S_
This valve was unique in that It had a larqe almninum bt_dy. To circumven_ the high
induced activity whi_.-h otherwise would have been associated with Irradiation uf the
body, it was shielded to prevent neutron activation. A cooling perio_ was used b_-
fore beginning the fasts to allow the short-lived A1-28 to decay.
_nalysi8 of _he result_L £ndicat:ed that 35t of theLJ=On_na£nants collected were on. £he
80 x 700 _eSh soften, while 65t wars collated on the 325 X 2300. screen. Since _he
dominator isotope was Cu-64, tl_e contaminant is assumed to h_ve oz_gi_ated _rom the
valve bod_.
Hydraulic Actuator
This was one of the meet Interesting Cesta because At was feasible _o allocate the
distribution of contaminants between the body of-the ac,'_tor and the bushing. The
tests indicated that about t_o-third8 o£ the conta_Ana_ts came fran the actuator body,
while the balance came froL the bushing. Figure ll shows th_ mass of collected con-
taminant8 as a function of t_e numba,r of oycle8 o_ operation. The coarse screen (80 x
?00 mesh.) had only 2.5t of _Jle _otal Ess; 97.5t of _he contaminants passed thFou_h
the coarse screen end were collected on the fans screen (325 x 2300 mesh).
The bearing _ test was-also £nterestAn_; An that £_ was the only test _n wkAch enough
_ontau_nantt we_e__nerated to aot£v_tt_-lAne-m_iA_ing system.
al_Sough it had been planned tO operable th_bea_inga at 2_,000 z_pm for 3 hou_s, after
12 SinuSes of operation a sharp rise £_ activity was detected by the on-line m_nitor,
At the _me _I_e ther_s was an in_re_,e in the high frequency Sound produced by the
bee, lng tea_ device and the tests wets terminated. Figure 12 shows the buildup of
cmitamtnants as a ftmction of time.
Bubsequent a_llFsie Indicated that a;proxtmatel¥ equal amounts 6f contaminants _e_e i
deposited on the coarse end fine screens.
5q_o sets o! bearings were used. One set had a Rulon-J cage_ While the .other had a
cage fabricated _rom K-mona1 The K-s_nel was the only material having copper; emd copper
was the major isotope (along with _n. S6) detected. These results indicate that it was
FTGUI,_,E 11: t_U_,_°I'A._t.L_A._'.L ° _._'_.'_.u_ nJ._'J.'u_ vt
THE HYDRAULZC ACTUATOR
CONT _.__T COLLECTED ON TH_ COARSE SCREEN
0.020 -
_ .__ Total
,_ o.oio ..
// • ActUatoz-body '
o _-f_. ,..... ,. .,
1800 3600 5400
Number of Cycles
CONTAfIINANT COLLECTED ON THE FINE SCREEN
0.80
r_
- !• 0.60;" Tota.l
._.
_; L
_ Actuator i,_ody
_-.
_ 0.20 _ ,,mw Actuator bue_hing
_ ,
1800 3600 5400
I Number of Cycles
1
t
_ FIGURE 12= CONTA_ZNANT GENERATION - BEARING TESTS
; ON-LINE MF.TER INDICATZONS
' 150 I--j_
; 5_0__. ar icle $iz__
g so
of_ , ,I, I I
0 4 8 12 i-6
Time - m*nutes
ON-LINE STRIP-CHART RECORD
10
o [ I I .... I l " '
0 4 e 12 " i6. " " '
Time - _nlnutea --_
l
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the K-monel cage which yielded the major portion og the collected contaminant, although
pant_of the contaminant was due to the Rulon-J cage and to the bearing races.
2._a.. Conclusions
These tests have demonstrated _he feasibility of using high sensitivity nuclear tech-
niques to study _ontamlnant generation in _ypical spacecraft components.
Tests bar, been conducted using test dusts, test materials, and__typical components_
The test results indicate that thiLmethod has several impor1_ant advantages in addltio_
to ImpEqued sensif.i-V/ty: identification of contaminant sources, on=I/he measurements,
and freedom from Inter£erence b_ non-test item contaminants. Results Can be obtained
in a relatively short time using conventional__amma spectroscopy instrumentation and
radiation sources of moderate intensity.
3.0 GRAVIMETRIC id_AL¥SIS TECHNIQUE
3.0 Introduction
This section describes the technique fox studyil:g component contaminan_ self-generating
characte_Istlcs in fluid systems where the expecte_amount ef material to be released
iron, the component exceeds 3 milligrams. The me,hod has been in use foe many years,
bU_ the Inherent_limi_a_lons of accuracy have not e_lWays been recognlzed. These _iml-
ts_Ions have been listed in Section 2.1 end are repea_ed beloW.
_ Seneitivity ts limited to O.1 - 1.O milligrams-
Discrimination between material generated.by the test item
.1 and material released by the tes_ system is difficult or
-_ impossible.
•he _est system must be opened to determine the amount of contaminant
collec_ed.
Certain fluids such as hydraulic fluids may create d_fficulty in
obtaining accurate gravimetrlc results.
i
Extreme care must be exercised to obtain eccurate dry weight of the
contaminant collection media before the test as well as obtaining
accurate dry weight of th_media and collected contaminant after
the test.
The multiple hand!ing of the media and coldected contaminant during i
" drying and weighing can easily lead to loss of contaminant.
!
Where relatively l_zge amounts of contaminants are expected, and extreme accuracy is
not required, the gravimetric method of contaminant measurement is quite simple and _
r_quires very little special equipment and a minim,_ of personnel training. _ (
As only one component, a )/4" ball valve with Teflon seat_ and seal was expect,d to
generate a sufficient amount of material, the gravimetric technique was used on only
this one test item.
3.2 Method
This method of evaluation of component contamination generation utilizes filter media
installed downstream of the test componen_ in a test system simulating actual operating
conditions. As the tes_ item is o_erated over a predetermined number of cyeles, the
test fluid floWs through the component and caErie_ generated material downstream where
it Is _apped oF collected by a fil_er medium.
The collection f_il_er medium is caTefully weighed b_fore and afiter the tes_. T_e
i weight difference is representative, of the ma_erla/ collected on the _edium du_in_ the
tes_. Microscopic examination Sttbsequen_ _o weighing ,_ill provide ingormation regard-
ing the type and possible source of contaminant.
Ac the filter _edium will collect all material larger than i_s filtration rating regard-
lees of source, i% is necessary that the tes_ system and fluid be cleaned prior to test-
ing • component. It 18 difficult to remove all system contaminant, so the test results
are only approximations of the contamlnant generated by the test item. For normally clean
8yetem8_ the loWe_ li_it of eontamlnant generation fo_ which the gravlmetric technique
will give the _eaning_ul results Ls-ap_roximately 3 milllgrams.
A typical test procedure for thl8 technique is stiown in the Appendix.
!
3.3 _sut.t_
t
P
. A 3/4 ° baJA valve was teste_ for contaminant generation in two test systems, one using '_
"'_ water for the test fluid, the other using gas (nltro_en). As anticipa_d, a large qu_n-
ti_y of contaminant ¢onslst_n_ entirely of Teflon shreds was generated by the valve. In
the test using nitrogen gas, 30 milligrams of material was collected, while the water i
_eet produced 60 milllg_am8 Of generated contaminant. The valve was cycled 1700 and i
2700 times in the gas and water tests respectively. In both cases _he Teflon contaminant I
consisted of shreds of material varying in size from I00 to 2000 microns long. Dis- 1
assembly and visual examination of the Inturnal parts indicated all of tho material cam_ ( i
from the Item seal which had extruded into the clearance space between the stem and body.
Rotation of the stem in cycling sheared the extruded lip of Teflon allowing it to drop _''
into the cavity between the ball and body, Further valve cycling then "sw¢._pt" the
loose material into the glow stresm. There was no visible sign of wear or damage to
the main seals.
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3.4 Conclusions
The 9ravimetric tec,nique ca_ be used effective_ywhen large amounts of contam; _nt
are collected. Undoubtedly some material from the flow s_stem wms also collo_._d on
the 10 micron screen__hut the pezcentage ezx_r caused is reduced d_e to the lar_
a_ount of materia_ generated by the component.
4.0 CONCLUSlOHS_dID_CONNEND_IONS
The nttclea_ irradiation _ au_otracer measuremen_ techniques £o_ de_ermination of_contam-
inant gener_ Cha_acter_sticl have been proven to be prac_ca_and accurate. I_ ad-
dLition _0 th_ obvious improved sensitivity o£ nmasurement-_here are_se_er_addittonal
ad_anta_" over t_e gravimetric_meehod; identification of contaminant Jources, _n-line
nma_ttrement capab£1ity_ £nsensLtivL_y _o con_amlnsnts other than those originating in
the test item. Results can be obtained.ins relatively short time u_Lhg conventional
gamma spectroscopy £nscrumentatio_ and radiation sources of moderate t_tensity.
It t8 x_co_ended that go, determination of relatively smal1 amom;_s o£ generated contam-
inant the autotracer technique be employed. For relatively large amour._s el contaminant
end where _te eyste_ fluid ca_ be filtered to a high cleanliness level, the gravimetric-
_o._oscopic analysis method can be used.
5.0 APPENDIX
D L
/
m_.
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TEST PROCEDURE -EOR
CONTAMINANT GENERATION MONITORING USING AUTO-_DIOTRACER TECHNIQUES
1.0 Sc_SSE_
T_ie procedure describes the test,meCb . • ud equipment to be used in the.. application
o£_.auto-radiotracer _echniques in-monito_ing cont_minant generation in operating system
_ponent_. The general procedures'outli_ed may he a.nFlled__with appropriate modifica-
floss to any component in which oontaminan_ generatlon i_ expected to occur.
2.0 Procedures
2.1 Material Identification and _c_ivit¥ Requiremen_
The first step in planning a conta_inan_ generation test is tO determine which parts
of the given component are expected to wear_ the consUituent elements present in the
critical parts, and _he isotopes and corresponding half-Lives which will result
from Irradlalton. If the test In _o be feasible at least one of the constituent ele-
ments must yield _n isotope with sufficiently long half-li_e to allow completion of the
planned test and still yield measurable quantifies of rad_ac_Ive material. Based upon
this info_tioh_ th_ Irra_atlon conditions (neutron flux and duration) required _o
pEovide the desired m,bnltorlhg sensitivity may be determined. The component parts;
should also be irradiated undez" identical conditinna_ to be used later'-as calibration
;tahdards in analyzing the test results.
2.2 Teat oper_tlo_
'_ The irradiated parts are reassembled and the component is installed in a test.loop.
DownStream of the component • serlel of progressively finer mesh filter screens should
be placed. Test conditions should simulate actual operating conditions: system fluid,
pressure, fl3w rate, _emperature, cycling rate, and total cycles. At each filter
position, • nuclear radiation detector (GM tube, sclntillatlon d_tector) should be loca-
ted; _ach detector, having an individual meter reado.t a_d continuous strip chart channel
to record the count rate as a function of cycles or wear time. Replacement screens
.rhould be prepared _rior _o the test to be used if needed. The component is then opera-
t
tad according to it1 operating specifications and the planned teat procedures.
:pL;
2.3 Measurement of Contaminant Generation _ "_
On-line monitors can he used to continually mea-..re _he buildup of generated contaminant
" L
i II I
on t.he.f£1ter screens, using the irradiated calibration standardse _he various detec-
tor channels may be calibrated to p=ovide a direct indication of the mass of generated
contaminant being co_lected. Following the te_, th_ filters are removed £rom the test
loop and are courted in a sensitive multichannelanalymer gamma spectroscopy system.
3.0 Analysis of Results
The on-line monitors provide an indication of the .chaunt of generated contaminant being
collected on the.screens. The relative activity levels on the varioussc=eens g_ve an
indication of the particle size distribution _f the generated contaa_nants.
The results o£ the multichannel analysis p_ovlde a precise deCerminaCion_of the mas_
and nature of the generated oontaminant. Comparing _he screens to the _tib_ation
de=de, one may determlfle the amount of contaminant being generated from ea_i of sev_
par_e of the component being tested. Quantities of material of 1 gm can be detected
this manner. This £nfozlnation ma_ then be used to analyze the behavior of the component
during opera,ion and identify those parts which _enerate contan_nants.
q
9
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TEST PROCEDURE FOR
CObrFAMINANT GENERATION MEASUREMENT BY THE GRAVIMETRIC METHOD
1.0 scope
This procedure describes the test methods and equipment to be used in the appli=ation
of gravlmetric techniq_e.s to the determination of contaminant generation characteristics
of components.
2.0 Procedur e
2.1 System and Component Preparation
Prior to '¢estlng the component and the _13)w test system-mus_ be cleaned to the cleanest
|:tactical level. The cleaner the system and test fluid, the more _eanlngful wall be
the test results. The component should be cleaned to at least the level specified for
flight hardware. The fluid and test system may be cleaned hs' circulating the tes_ fluid
with a fine filter installed inu_edlately upstream of the test _.tem installation point.
The "clean up" filter should have a glass bead rating of I0 microns or finer•
2.2 Collection Filter Preparation
The filter medJ.um that will be USe_L for collection of generated contaminant must be clean
and dry prior to weighing. The filters should be slze_t to collect all particles of in-
terest. Tht_ if particles below I0 microns _ size e_e to be evaluated as well as far-.
get partloles__the membrane type of media should be used. For particles above I0 m/crons
in alze_ on_ of the various staddard filter screens may be used in accordance with the
followlng table.
_._-_.
To Collect PartlCLea Use ?ollowing Medium •
Above Size Shown
10 Microns 325 X 2300 Twilled Dutch Double Weave
20 Microns 2 _ 120 x 650 Plain Dutch Single Weave
40 Microns 80 x 400 Plain Dutch Single Weave
100 Microns 30 x 150 Plain DuF.ch Single Weave i_
After cleanin_ e.nd drying the filter medi_ the fllter cloth Is wei_hed to the r;earp _ 1
0.1 milligram and t_stalled in a suitable holder. _
• 0 To,.t O_eraticn _P
3
The test item is mounted in the fluid system with ti,_e pre-weighed collection filter
mounted is close as practical to the component outlet, With the test fluid flowing
_m--- mmmsssm
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through the test system the component is actuated for a predetermined number of cycles
in accordance _th its normal opcrating.specLf.ioation and planne_ test p_n_e_urr.
4.0 Analysis of Results
At the conclusion of the Lest, the collection filter medium is carefully removed from
its holder and dried to a constantweight. The difference between the pre-test ,and post-
test weight is representative of the amount of contaminant generated by the test compon-
ent. Further a_alysls-ofthe type and size dlstribution of the generated material may
be conducted using hernial microscopic techniques.
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CONTAMINATIO_ GENERATION STUDIES
SPECIFIC TEST DESCRIPTIONS
TEST NUMBER: 1
TEST ITEM: Parker Solenoid Operated La_chlng V_lve
1.0 scope
The purpose of this test was to determine the contamination generation characteristics
of a__solenoid operated Igolatlon valve• The test itenL.was a solenoid valve manufactured
by Parker Bannlfin and used on the RCS system of the Apollo CSM• The test _,as designed
to_determined:he contamination, generation rate of _.he Parke_ valve as , function of the
number of cycles of valVe_OjtQration in = Llowing llquid _est system. _he test procedure
involved irradiating the valve and then tracing radioactive material wor)_ from the valve
in a test flow loop_by collecting particles on four filters arranged in series. For
this _est, no attemp_ was made to stuJ_ specific parts of _e valve (i.e., the valve
seat).
2.0 .Procedure
_q_e entire Valve was irradiated for 30 minutes using a neutron generator having a yield
of 1011 neutrons pe_ seconc_ at an energy level of 14 MeV. A gamma spectrum of the valve
was then recorded a_d is showh in F_gure I-I.
The irradiated vs_ve..wae installed in te%t 1cop containing a pump, flow control va3ve,
and four gEades of =o11ection filter media mount_ in series downstream of _he test
item. The coliec_ion filters consisted of $ stalnless Steel wire cloth discs and a
Mi111p_re 5 - mlcfon membrane filter. The mleron ratln_ of the collection fil_ers was
LOCATION TYPE MICRON RATING (GBR) 1
let Filter 80 X 700 TDDW 40 MirroRs _ i
2nd Filter _55 x 1400 TDDW 20 Micrens ,
_Ed Filter 325 x 2300 TDDW I0 Microns :
4th Filter Mtllipore Membrane 5 Microns
A Gelger - Mueller" tube was placed in _ fixed positlon to monltor the Millipore filter, _'
while a scintillation detector wlth adjustable position was used to monitor the 3 other
filters.
A control system was provided to automatlcally cycle the solenold-actuated t_st valve
_nd to count and record the number of cycles through which the valve had been operated.
oooooooi-%c1:i....
The test fluid was delonkzed water pre-filtered to 0.45 microns.
Figure 1-2 shows the test system schemstto.
Backgro'_,nd radiation levels were measured at the four filter positions before valve
cyolin9 was inltiated. Then, in Increments starting at 20 cycles and ranging up to
500 cycles, the valve was actuated. Following each valve cycllng Increment, radiation
levels were _asured at the four filter positions and recorded on a 81x-channel Sea,horn
recorder. The flow rate was held at 4.0 gpm throug__out the experimen_ and the system
pressure was r_corded just before eac_ valve cycling. The millipore filter was replaced
twice d11ning the expexlmental run: a_ 1800 cycles and at 3000_cycles. The valVe was
actuated _hrough 5000 _ycles with data taken at 37 poin.ts_
Da_a collected throughout the run showed no statistically slgnlfican_ variations in the
uount rate at any of the four filter positions. This indicated that no radioactive
material was being worn off the valve during cycling. Thie finding was _onflrmed fol-
lowing the test in whioh the valve was cycled 5000 times. When the filters were removed_____
from the test loop and counted in a shielded counting pig, no activity levels signifi-
cantly above background were detected.
Xt was noted that as the run progressed, the pressure drop in the system continually
increased. Each _Ime the millipore filter was replaced, the 9ressure drop decreased
_o its initial level of I07 pslg, (FigUr_ I=3), but increased aqeln az the run proceeded_
The maximum pressure drop reached was 142 pslg. Thle indicated that d0_ething wa_ being
trapped on-the m_lllpore £L1ter, ei_er dirt from the system or non-radloactlve material
being worn from the v_ve. The-latter is a definite possibility since the valve seat
-- -_ Is made of teflon whlch is not detecta_l_ by this technique._ Visual inspection of the
m/111pore filters clearly showed that something was being tr_ped on them. M.icre=coplc
analye_s of the mater_al trapped on the filters was performed to determine the nature
and the source of the materlal which was trapped on the filters. A description of part-
icles found follows.
Microscopic Analysis Of Filters
Analysis Of material collected downstream of i_radleted Parker propellant valve, te_ted
June 29, 1971.
80 x ?00, Screen, (40p) Filter , Nun_, er I r _
MATERIALS SlZE
Plastic Fibers SO x 740 _lcron
i
"LL '.--
_artic:.es
Orange Colored
B_ight Orange, Plastic-like
Dull Grey Material
Clear Teflon Shreds 47,) x 251_ Mlcrml
Copper Colored Material 19_-x 125 Micron
Lemon-Orange Plastic 150 x 100 Micron
Concentration of Particles - Includi.gz
Fibers, Teflon,_Grey Slag, Clear Plastics
Red Colored Spongy___at_er£al+ Copper Colore_ Material
165 x 1400 Screen (20_._ Filte,r Number 2
_L_TERIALS 5ZZE
Ruby Colxlr.ed Transparent
• Milk Colored Plastic Globule ;!S0 :_ 190 Micron
(square with rounded corners)
Fibers 500 :¢ 12 Micron
Copper Colored Material _25 :(60 Micron
Tan Plastic 190 :< 125 Micron
Metal Sliver (Burned colors are blue, red, 4130 :¢ I00 Micron
amber, ye Ilow )
Grey Meta_llc 250 _ 190 Micron
Brick Colored - Sharp Corners ,_25 x 100 Micron
(Several were noted within smell region)
325 X 2300 Screen (10_) Filter Nun_er 3
",% MATERIALS 81ZE ................................................
COpper Colored
Black, ChaTcoal-like 260 Micron
Grey Colored
Plastic Fiber 300 x 25 Micron
Milllpore (5 Mi +ton) y Filter Number ,I i
Sample Number Is "1200 Cycles, Millipore Broken
Many large shavings of grey metalllc-llke appearance, also i 4
t
some smooth metallic particles - copper colored gold or brass colored
Sample Number 2 t 3000 Cycles
Metallic (250 Micron)
i' Charcoal-like cluster (600 x 500 Micron)
3_
'' _-_ +_ "+-'---_-+_-'_' + -'-'--_-_ "'-+'_+:_"-+-_:;:-Lit,_- + '+ +"_ ++ _....... -- ....... '
J.!...... 'r. -41 ......... it -- +',I_--', W+ +ll'_jl r .'_+.j.._..+ It_lll_
iPredominance of silver colored shavings, (Metallin,_
Plastic (125 x 60 Micron)
Sample Number 3= 5000 Cycles
Small amounts of qrey metalli; particles
Shiny metallic particles
Plastic
Bronze _.cet_ed..ma.ter J.sl
Concluelons
As the predominance of material foun_ on-_e fii_.ers consisted of plastic typ_ par_clgS
theEe...is an indication tha_._.he Teflo_ seat o_ the valve is the p._ob_'_le _urce. The
IEradiatlon level of _he valve.was such _haE .-.-heseat mater-tal would, not have became
aotlve enough for detection by the gamma ray ,_onltors. The absence of indications of
radioactivity on any of the four ,filters sho_s that the metallic particles observed in
post-test microscopic analysis origlnated in the test System a_d were probably qeneretted
by assembly of threaded connections.
Th_ ¢ombinatlon of microscopic analysis and nuclear detection techniq.ues shows the abil-
Ity to detect the gener ,tlon of non-ra_ioacl;ive material (by visual observ-atlon) an_! to
discriminate between metalllcs orlglna_ing ,n the _est s_,s_em itself (non-_adloscti,_e)
or the _est item (radioactive). The organic particles canflot definitely be proven to
have origln._te_ _n the valve seat, bu_ t_elr presence in th_ coilection screen glv_is
cause for--f_rther investiga_io_ of the se_ wear cha_i_tics.
A1thou_ the system _as cleaned ._r£or _o the. test, the vlole_t sha_ing of the system
caused by water - _mer w£th v_tue s_ut oEf at 4 gpm flo_ will dlslodge partlcle.'_ trap-
ped in crevices within the test _oop. The advantages of being able to dlscr/min_,-e
between the&e particles and £h,,se originating i_ the test article at,.= obvious.
_ FIGURE 1-1
GASR_A SPECTRU_- _RRADiATED PRRKER VALVE
30 MINUTES FAST NEUTRON IRRADIATION
ON J_E _, t_ - 105,0
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_IGURE 1-2
Contamination Generation Test _ystem Schematic
-i
Test Item [
F-I n-_ _
-_--.x: =
F-3 r___
DP-I F-h E "_-. t.__.!
R - Reservoir _'
HY.-I - Flov Control Valve
F-1 Co11_,ctlonFilter 80 X bOO Twilled Dutch Double Weave (hO_)
F-2 [ Collection Filter 165 X 1bOO Twilled Dutch Double Weave (20_
F-3 - Collection Filter 325 X 2300 Twilled Dutch Do_ole Weave (IC2A)
F-h - Collectlcn Filter Millllore Nembr_ne " (_)
_,.. D-I - Gelger Nueller Tube Detector
D-2 - Scintillation Detector _ovable to 3 positions
DP-I - Diffez'entialPressure Gage
C - Controller
Roe - Six Channel Sanborn Recorder
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TEST._UHBEI_: 2 ...............
TEST ITEM: Rocketdyne 3-2 Aug_sented Spa_k Zqniter (_Z) Valve
J
1.0
The purpose of this test was to deter_ine the contaminan_.gen_ating characteristics
of a Rocketdyne pneumatically Operated Augmented Spark Igniter (ASl_ Valve aS used on
Uie 3-2 rocket engine. The vaZve is desiqne_ use in a cryogenic syste_ (LOX) and
the test was conducted by cycling the v_lve in a flowing system of liquid nitrogen.
& cro_s-section drawing of _he valve Is shol_n in Figure 2-1.
2.0 Procedure
The valve was tested unddr cryogenic conditions using _£quid nitrogen as the teat media.
The valve was leak teated p_ior to _he flow actuation tests cycled through 1700 cycles
with 1£0 psig inle_ pressure LN2 and leak teated again at the concl_Jion of the test.
D1lring the "valve open e port,on og each cycle the liquid nitrogen glow rate was approx-
imately 9 gpm. _artioulate matter generated by_the valve was collected oh two downstream
£ilf_rs o_iO and ]_ microns_gl_._m bead ra_ing_and measured u_Ing _ut_racer techniques.
Thm prOcedt_ree followed in testing the ROcketdyne v&ivd_-£_£_ded the following step_z
i. Disaaeemt_ty of the-valve and fab_ication o£ parts to fa_J.lita_e
t' quick r6aslembly,
2. Irradiation of the critical-wear components o_ the valve.
3. Reaaeembly of the valve.
4. Leak testing _nd valve cycling with LN flow f_llowed by leak2
+ _dsting.w "
• '_.
S. _nalyala of the teat results.
Care had to be taken in disassembling the valve to prevent damage to the valve bellows.
The critical parts of the valve were Identified as the valve body and the seat an_
poppet assembly. In order to remove _hese parts, it was necessary to cut several welds.
TO eliminate re-welding the valve before testing, assembly brackets were designed and
fabricated. The_e brackets provided leaktlght sealing of the valve without the need
fO_ welding upon reaaaembly, t
the valve critical to wear, the seal_and stem_were surrounded__y cadre/urn. This left.
exposed _'.!_i_he seat and stem and that portlo_ of the valve body immediately _ __round-
in_/ _hese _rts. The cadml.u__u_shlelxl effectively reduced- the mass of- aluminum _xposed-
to the neutron flux upon irradiation from approximately I000 to 100--gm. B_s_ l:p_n
the activation calculations and the flux depression considerations |presented in the
followlng "Pre-IrradJ_tion Activity Calculatlons") it was concluded that autivation of
the components in the thermal column of-the UCLA reactor for I hour at I00 Kw, and a_
a point where the normal undepressed flux is 5 x 1010 n/ca 2 sea, would yield a total
activity (after a I hour decay period follo_Ing reactor shutdown) approximately equal
to 9.5 mCi, the activity limit permlss_ble by the license under which the test was
performed. The actual activity sttalned _tas measured to be app_oxlmately ? mCi upon
removal from the reactor, 1 hou_ after _he reacter had been shut down.
Following activation of the body, seat, and stem the valve was reassembled and instal-
le_-/n the t_,_ loop. As indicated prev Lot.sl¥, the reassembl_ Was _acil/fa_ea-b_ the
special brackets which had been fabricated earli_ Thls simplified reasse_ly method
(_athen-tJian re-weldlnqL the valve) was henef_clal in two ways: fi_s__th_ reduced assem-
bly time resulted in less decay time and subsequently a hlgheE initial activity level
at the start of the test; second, due to the reduced tim_ required to reassemble the
v-_Ive, personnel exposures during this operation were also reduced.
The assembled valve was Installed in the test loop which consists4 of a bank o_ dewars
containing LN2 u_stream of the valve. Downstream of the valve were installed an 80 x
700 _esh screen,, a $25 x 2300 mesh screen, and a vent. The valve actuation _echanism
was s remotely controlled pneumatic system. A solld-state scintillat&on detector placed
"_. in a collimating shield was lo_ated at each fil_er position. Additional lead shielding
was placed around the activated valve to further reduce the background level at the
filter positions, Figure 2-2 shows the test system In the operating mode.
The valve was then operated through 1700 cycles with 100 psiq inlet LN2 pressure and 9
gpm flow while open. Following the completion of the test, the two screens were re_ovu(J
from the test loop and counted using a sensitive sodium iodide scintlllatlon crystal and
iS shown in Figure 2-5. The count rates for the two screens and background _,re as
follows:
80 x 700 screen 514 counts/4_ min.
32_x_2300 screen 676 counts/40 min.
Background 326 counts/40 min.
The ne_ co_nt'ra_es are therefore,
80_X 700 screen 188 counts140 min. = 4.70 cglp
32S x 2300 screen 350 counts/40 mln. = 8_75 cpm
These count rates were determined from the integrated counts under the Cu-64 gamma
pe_ was the predominant peak in the gamma spQc_ra. The two screens and the
standar_were counted with in a period o£ 2-3 hours. Compared uo the 12.8 hr. half- -
llfe of Cu-64, little relative decay occurred.between the samples counted over the
time required to complete the three counts. The results may therefore be directly
_ompered without correcting for.radioactive decay, i
The activity standard consisted of _.5 mg of ma_erlal taken from the activated valve
body. In a 40 _inu_e count, t_Is samp1_ yielded 493 counts, or 167 counts 40 minutes =
4.17 cpm__ove backgZound. The specific activity of the standard is therefore:
Uling. this s_eoifJ_c-aet_vity and t_a-count ra_e data presented, the amounts ef gene4rated
¢ont_m£nant collected on the screens are o_L_e_by:
80 x 700 screen: _ = 1.7 mg
325 x 2300 screen: - 3.1 _J
The two screens were weighed before and ef_er the test, yleldlng the following amounts
!
Of material collected on the f_Iter& during the t,_st:
80 x 700 screen: 2.4 mg
325 x 2300 screen: 1.2 mg #
In the case of the 325 x 2300 screen, there is an apparent discrepancy between the welght
of ,,aterlai calculated by gamma ray radiation and simple gravimotric analysis. Tt would
be not surprising to find a larg_ weight by gravimetric analysis as all materlal col-
lected fr_ the system itself would be included. The lesser weight by 9ravlmctric deter- _L_
I
. mlnetlon is attributed to handllng loss between _he time of gamma ana]Tsls and final
mi
l0 microns in diameter, dark sil_caQlike material, metallJ-= particles up to 60 microns
in size, and several white plasti,: appearing pa_t_tcles up to 100 microns.
r
The preliminary_gan_a spectra disclosed the-presence 'of copper - 64 created from the
copper, constituent (. 1.__to .40 percent) in the 6061 aluminum b0_l_. This material was
apparently "scuffed* from rite body bore by __he sliding chrome-plated poppet.
internal leakage tee_s cond_c_ad on th_ A.S.I. Valve using nitrogen gas at 100 psig
ehowed the assembly to be _bubble tight w both before and after the test.
3.0 ConcluSions
Th£s test demonstrates _he feasibility of using radioactively tagged components to
mealure contamination generation of critical components in more complex systems.
!
q
?RR-IRRADL_TIOM ACTIVIT_ CALCULATIONS
Rocketd_ne ASI Valve
The detail_ of the calculations to determ$0ne the potential activity and z_quired irrad-
iation time for th£ valve seat and stmLare shown in Table "-l, and the calculations
_-- for the valve _ody_ are shown in Table :_-2.
Total activtty obtained _iating both components at the same pein_ in-the_..the_mal
47.1 _C£ Valve. seat and stem
6. I mCi Valve body
i ,n ,
_i 53.2 mCi To_al (after 1 hr decay)
._ This. value of 53.2 mCi is base_ on the flux in the thermal column_i_ no_flux depre_s-
alon. The valve body w£11 be wrapped in Cd which will depress the flux. Assuming a
: flux depres_iL_n factor of 5, th6 actlvlty.aftir I ho_= will be i0 mCi (appEoxlmately
the rad/oautlve mate_la._s license allowabl_ limit). _his is only an eatima_e. The
iEradlated parts n_y be left in the reactor f_,"more than _ne hour before transferring
the Irrad4.&ted material if the parts come out of tha reactor "liotte_:"than expected.
I_m_d_ately after I hour irradiation, the total activity is calculated to be-.
; 94 mC£ body
650 mCi seat and stem
_, 7SO mCi
The de_e Cats is also calculated to be:
o
_':'-._ i.e., the dose rate immediately after ir_ad£a_ton_for I hour-will be 4.5 R_Iro It i_
therefore suggested that _he valve be left in the _eactor _o decay for 45 mln_tes after
irradiation. By that time, the short half-live iSotopes will have decayed and it will
_e possible to estimate how much additionil decay _ime iS necessary before the material l
may be t_rm_aferred.
!
q
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" TABLE 2-1 .'
ItOCKETI)YNF.A._! VAI.VI': P/,N ._(}8880, VALVI_.RODY,PI_E-.IRRADIATIONCALCIlI.AT,tONS
(Valve, body 100 _ _6061AI _ = 1 hr _ - S x 10 z*)
• Im " 1N a I to/!. l-e_It A _-acglvAgy •°Ac A(gm) [llm/gmole] CxlOa"ca'_ Chr) (_Cl) C_,) C_Ci)'
• , ,, , , , im • * N | ,,, ,i
$i 31 100(0.08)(0.03}: 0.24 30 0.10 1.62 0.232L,46x10 _ 0 ).768L.12xi0"*
1=o-59 100(.0.07) (0.0033): 0,023 58 1.2 L080 ,4) 0 -- t 0
Cu-64 100(0_004](0.?(_): 0.28 63 4.76 12.8 0.053i.45110 s 0._ _.94¥+qSxt0 L"
Mn-S6 100 (0.001S) (1.00): 0.15 SS 13.3 1.58- 0.23_ .80x1_* 100 0.?_S',;.20xL0*
Mg-_7 100(0.012)(0_11): 0.13 26 0.3 0.16 0.987 L.ISxlQ_ 100 0.Q13 L.&Oxl _.s
Cr-Sl 100(0.0033) (0.O043'__0.0013 SO- 16 648 _ 0 -* 1. 0
Zn.6g 100(0.002S_)(_0.186_: 0.046 68 1 0.87 O.SS 1.98110 a 0 ).AS L.341102|
_T1-31 100(0.9013)(.0.053): (_008 S0 S.3 0.08. _ 1.00 ,.73X10 z 100 ",0 O
C_t-66 100(P.004)(0.30): 0.12 6_ 1.9 0.08! 1.09 2.2_110' 9 _0 0
X1-28 100(0.96)(1,00): 06.0 27 0.23 0.03_ 1._0.6.40110*l ... lOO _) o
TOTALS:. ." _S0,xl0' t ...... _.11x10'_
NOTES: * _, all IS
I a11 IS
t Acti,_£ty at', _emoval from the relc¢o¢
.! y-actIvlty alter I houz.-A_adiatlon and 1 he:Lt d,0cay
The fellowin8 is the equation used to calculate the a¢_ivJ.tiee; ......
'. ._$ (1.e-X1:) . 1A(_C_,) • 3.7 X I0"
TABLE 2-2
ROCKETDYNEASI VALVEPIN 308880, VALVE SI_AT AND STE_( PRE-iI_I_I_IATION CALCULATIONS.
(Valve Seaz salt stem - 100 _ A-Z80 t-_- 1 hr -t " S-X 10so)
' m '" Mf¢ " " a _I t,l._ t-e "xl A rac_tvi'_ • "at ' A "(Ji ) (gm/gmole', (Xl0"_¢n a (hr., (_Ci) (t) (_C1)
"l
S_-31 100(O,03)(O.00_5)0.028 30 0.10 2.62 0.232 1.70110 t 0 0.768 .31110 _4'
Ca*S1 s_C(0.004.3)C0.1S): 0,06S So 26 048 _0 _ -- _ 0
_'_"_'.._ ., Ni-6S 1,_0(0.01i63(0.2§)= 0.30 64 1.7 _.SS 0.238.-1.S4-_108 43 0.762L.17110_
Ti-SI 100(0.053)_0.0215)0.11 30 S.3 0.08_1.00 9.24110 s 100 0 0
V-S2 100(1.00)(0.003): 0.30 51 4.0 0.0621.00 12.33x10_ 100 0 0
A1-28 1_0(1.00)(0.0OZ): 0.20 _7 0.23 O.03_L.0g t.33xL0* 100 0 0
M¢-99 100(0.24)(0_(_123_ 0.30 98 0,14 06.6 ).01 0 .... 0.00 0 i
Xo-101 100{0.10){0.0125): 0.12 100 0.20 0.24 ).95 L,8SxX0 t 100 [J.0S 9.25 i
Fe-S9 100(0.00333C0.55): 0.18 S8 1.2 LOS0 _0 0 -- 1 _ i
TOTALS:.,, . ).37x10 _ _ _.71X10_1 !
NOT_S: * _ al1 J ,
• S_t IS
_' Activity at remove1 _[¢oa the _ii{_to_'
I 7-activil:y a£_;r I hou_r irradiation a_d 1 houz' decay
The £ollowin8 is the equation used to I_ll(_ullte the I@tltAtiia I
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ITEST NUMBER=' 3
TEST_ZT_EM: Solenoid Actuated Propellant Valve
2.1 sco_
Th_ .ufpose o£ this test was to determine the contaminant generation characterJ.stic.e
of a Ma_quardt Valve, P/N .T-12_97 S/N 010, as-_a_function of the number of cycles through
which the-valve has been operated. The test wan designed to simulate certain._ypl_al
operatin_ conditions of flow_ and _ressure. Some-_ypical ambient conditions, i.e. temp-
el'atu_e_ fuel b_ate_ was used), acoustic noise level, and vibration, were not simulated.
The test wan conducted for__the ms. _ design operating lifetime (20,000 rE pies} of _he
valve. _he valve-was leak tested before, during, and after the tests. The contaminant
geneTa_ion Was monltoZed, usin_ auto-radlo_racer technlques. The--first i0,000 cycles
used clean test fluid (water) while the second 10,000 cycles were conducted with fluid
contaminat_d with AC Coarse TeL_t Dust.
2.2 p_ocedure
The procedures follow ,J in conducting the contaminant generation study are shown in
the attached Test Ptan. The valve components (spring, spring endcaps, poppet, and the
valve seat and base) were irradiated for one hour at a flux of 1.5 x I0I0 n/c_ 2 -sec.
This yielded a total activity of 9.5 mCi, almost all of which was Mn_56 from the steel
components. The Fluorogreen seat, estlma_ed at less than 11 of the total mhns of mat-
sEPal-Irraalated, yleld_d relatively little activity. Gamma spectra for _he various
vslve compOnents-i_adlated are shown in Figures 3-1 thnough 3-4. The activity calcu-
.. la_ion follows the Test Plan.
_ Folt_tng the irTadiation end =eassembly of the valve, the valve was installed in the
tent loop and tented an outliner% in the Test Plan. ANaI scintillabtOn detector system
was used to monitor the three filter_ an the v_lve was cycled. Data Was cont'tnuous_¥
records4 usin_ a stril_ char_ recorder. After about 6000 cycles, the test was tempo_ariiy
stopped to relocate the valve in the test loop farther away from the three filter-pos-
itions. This was done so t_at more shielding could _e placed between the lrra_'ated
valve a_ the scintillation detector, thereby increasing the sens_tivity of t|_e detector
to any activity buildup- on the filters which might be occurring as the result o_ Valve
wear. Pol_owing _he relocation of the valve, the tent was ren_ed end carried out to , e
¢_uplation acco_uing to the teat plan. t_ _
Valve wear was detected when the filters were removed from the test loop and counted
:_"
using a 3 inch NaI e,:lnttllation crystal and counting system. The filters were counted
i"
1. Dtsaesem_l_ an_ clean the valve.
2. Identify the types of motion.
a. Slldlng - poppet, bod_, sp_inq, and spring end caps,
b. ImF_ - seat and base.
3. Identify the materials to be irradiated.•
a ..... Spr_ng - znconsl 700
i b. _mature - 446 CkES, electko_zed Cr _face
c. Seat - Fluo_og_een (Glase-fi1_ed TFZ)
4. ZrEadlate-the _alv_ uompcnent_ for I hE at I Kw (flux - 1.5 x I0I0 n/cm2_-se_).
! §. Clean at!d reasSe_le the valve.
6. Weigh filter screens and instali them _o_nstre_ of the valve (_ _his order): _/
a. 80 x 700 square mesh or equivalent
b. 325 x 2300 squaze mesh or eq_ivalent
o. M£11tpore pad (5 microns)
7. Install the valve in the test loop,
Q. Perform an acceptance test:
a. Run_20 cycles dry (no flow)
b. Run 180_cles with flow
o. Flow co_na:
(1) 180 psi back pressure with the valve closed.
(2) 0.Segpw (wa_er_ at 17 ps_wlth the valve opr_n.
-. 4
9. OpmEate the valv_ through I0,000 cycles wlth flow (flow conditions as described
foe the acceptance test).
10. Remove Wne filters and replace them with slm£1ar, p_ewelghed f£1ters.
•
11. Cou_n_he flre£ set of filters using a 3" Hal scint:Llla_ion detecto_ system.
12. R_n 10,000 cycle_ with flow adding a total of 40 mg of AC Coareu _et according
to the foll_tng ,,_chedule_
a. Add 2 mg and oper,%e 500 cycles for a total of l0 adds (20 n_) and 5000 Cycles.
b. Add 4 m_ end operate 500 cycles
Totals_ 24 mg and _500 cycles
,!
o. Add 4 m_ and operate 500 cycles t
T_alss 29 mg and 6000 cycles |i
d. _d 2 m_ and ,:Derate 1000 cy_le_
Totsl_s 30 mg m,_ 7000 cFcles
!
e. _dd 4 mg and operate 1000 cycles
?orals: 34 mg and 8000 cycles
f. kdd 2 mg end ol9#.Fate 1050 cycles
Totals-- 35 mg and 9000 cycles
g. Add 4 mg and operate 1000 cycles
Totals, 40 mg and 10_00 cycles
13. ?ecminate t:he _est at 20,000 cycles; 10,000 vithout d_st_ and 10,000 with dust
addS.ions. Leak..test the.valve .......
14. Remc_e-the second seC of screens a_d count, using a..)* Na'I Scintillation detector
system.
15. Weigh both sets of _ilters.
AI'IAAAAN t _mq r"_c
in a h_vy lead shield, thus minimizing the influence_of the natur_l background radia-
tion, The two sets of filters-wereL counCedwithin two hours of the, respective 1,3rtS
o_ the test. These times corresponded to-approximately 13 and 19 hours, respectively,
frOm the ti_e. _he pj_rt._ had been.ixrediated. Gammaspectra.for _he sl_ filter_ counted,
ba_k_d, end_a c_rlibratio_ run ar-eLshown in...FJwures 3-S through 3-12. _able 3-1
sumuerizes all the coat--ere _aken.
Analysis of the filters in this mannex_yielded the f_ll_ results: the-.aCtivi_ on
the 325 x 230G screen from the_f_st.Rar_.of _ teethes 820 cpm. shave ba©k_round
(F/_ure 3-8), t_ activity on the SF mililpore pad was 554 cpm above background (Figure
3-5}, _nd no activity was detected on _he 80x 700 screen from the first part of the
test. These count rates ere coasted for deoay be_k tO the time of removal from-the
reactor.
A 0_0S_ Ci C8-137 s,_urce was ule, _ for an approximate calib_ation of the counting aye-
tip. Cs-137 having a gamma peak at 0.67 NeV, approximately the same energy _s the Mn-$6
peak at 0.84 MeV, and the two peaks being of al_rOXimately the same width. Using the
derlVed o$11bration in _rmk of cpm/_i and the initial specific actlv£ty o_ the £rra-
di_ parts, 10 mCi Mn-S_/45gm, the following amounts of generated cOntaminen_ collec-
ted on the _ met of filters wo_e estimated (corrected for decay);
$0_ x ?00 acreenr 0-
325 x _300 s_reen: 22.7#_n
No activ_y was de_ected on an_ of _he eecon_ set o_ filters. _hi_ c_uld indicate
_:hat no wear oocurred d_ing_the second part Of the test. However, it would seem that
: -.. adgLttion of the &c coarse dust during J_he second pert of the test wo_ld enhance the
wear 6f the valve. Therefore_-a m0re probable explanation is decay of the Ms-56 fol-
lowt_q the second part of the-test. Due to decay .of the Mn-56, t_e levels were too low
to be detected, At the time the fl=st set of fil_ers was counted, the activity pn the
325 x 2300 st:sen and the milllpore pad was 23.3 and 17.7 cpm above background_; res-
pectively. The second set of filters Wee counted six hours, or about two half-lives
o_ the /4n-56, sfte_ the first. Thus, sssqming • buliCup of generated contaminants
on the second set of filters Similar to that foun_ on the first set_ the activity ]e'_,_l
q
q
would be down by a factor of four, or only 4-5 cpm above background, which is not de,_-
table with any ds_rse of statistical reliability. Thus, while it t_ expected that some %"
wear did scour during the second part of the test, the wear was ton slight and the
remaining activity level too low fo_ the buildup of generated contaminants on the second
NAAAAN_I _-_ r-n_
Because of the low levels of activity collected on the filters and the relatively high
background radiation levels at the filter positions due to the proximity of th_ radia-
ted valve_ buildup of generated contaminants on the filters was not seen with the on-
line detector. The relocation o_ the valve and the placement of additional shielding
between the Valve and t_e monitoring positions led to a significant reduction in the
background-level, but the overall._ystem aen._itJ.vity_was attl_ such _hat the slight
amount Of contaminant buildup on the filters could not be seen on-line. Another fac-
tor which oause_ di_ficulty, in.monitcri_g the wear on__line was f_at f_e total-_activitL
WaS prima_ily fro__Mn-56, which decays with a rela_ivvlvjh_rt half-life of 2,58 hr.
Thul while it is expected that Wear continued throughout th_ tea_, it became pro_res-
sively me£_ difficult to de_ec_ the acclvi_y buildU_ en the filters.
To verify _he pZeliminar¥ estimates of. the.welght of generated material collecCed on
the screens ,....a small sample from the poppet was irradiated under condltlon_ nearly iden-
ti¢a$ to the initial irradiation. This p_ovided an a_urate callbratlOn.of the count-
ing system. Using this calibration and the count rate da_a previously collected for
the wear test, _e amount of material collected on the filter was more accurately deter-
mined.
Th_ small sample of materiel (32.6 rag) f:om the poppet of the valve was irradiated with
neutrons using a nuclear reactor.. The. conditions of the lrradia_ion very closely app_rox-
imaged the aonditiona of the inif.tal valve irradiation. Th_L i_radiation parameters and
the activation _alGulatio_8 are pJ_sented in the section "Activation Calculations" which
follows. The ect£vete_ sample was counted-using a 3-inch Nai scintillation crystal and
mUlti-channel analyziE_cotmtin% system. The _es_lta Were used as a standard to which
---'__ "-_ the previously obta/ned results were compared in order to determine the amounts ef gen-
'_te
er_ted conta_tnants collec_e_ on Cbe f£Iters.
The specific activity of Mn_56 in the irradiated prepared standard sample was 1.20 x 107
_pm/gm (at =emovaI from the reactor). The following_are the previously obtained activity
levels (corrected fo_ decay to the time bf removal f_om the reactor) de_ected on the
filters:
• |1 - 325 X 2300 screen 8.20 x 102 cpm
%1 - PAlltpore pad 5.54 x 102 cpm
Oa_n_ these data and the specific a_tivity o_ the prepared standard, the following amounts b
of generated contaminants collected on the filters are calculated: _r|
|l - _2S X 2300 screen 27.8 micrograms
#1 - Mlllipore pad 18,7 micrograms
,,, __, ....
These values oomp.are with the previously presented estimates of 22.7_m and IS.4V_ for
the screen and n_lllpore pad,__espeo_ively. The differences between _h_ value,,, calcu-
lated here using the standard prepared from the valve poppet and those calcul_"_.d earl-
ier us/ng the Cs-137 sourc_ are 20_. _This difference is most likely due to slight de-
viations in the_flux in either the finer or both the first and second irradiations at
the points of sample placement from the anticipated flux levels. In addition, the Ha__
Crystal has a slightly,, di_ferentefficiency fo_ counting phot_ons depeDding on the en,_r_y
o£. the. emitted gamma ray, For the limited num_ of samples _vailable, a reasonable
e StJ_nate of the _aaS of generated contaminant collected on _he fil_e_..._s.ma__Q_,by aver-
afir_ _e two Values calculated for each filter:
•. |1 - 325 x 2300 screen Z_.2F_m_
!! #1 - MillipOre pad l?.0F_ -
A preci_,_ determination of the amounts of generated contamL_ant _oll_cted on the filters
may_be made by trractiating the aea_dard sample under conditions identical to the condi-
tions of the original valve Ifradlatlon. The critical l_ar_meter in obtaining results
whloh ar__preclsely con_a_able is the integrated neu,_ron flux wh_ohmust be the same
for both irradiations. The first irradiation was perfo.-_he(iat I Kw. and the second at
100 Ew! also, the beam port used in the first irradiation coul_ not be used for the
second £rradiatio_ therefeEe a_proximates, but does not duplicate, that of _he first I
irradiation, i l
The p_ower of th_ activation ahalysis techniques for quan_itatively detecting minute
J
amounts of wea_ of _pacecraft pzop_alslon system-comp_nent_ has bern clearl_onStEated. ._
Quanti_£es on--the order of 20 9m would be ik_ossible to determine with conventional
techn_qll_e. This _s parti_olarl¥ true when one _onslders the st_onq possibil/t¥ of con-
tamlnante from the fluid, tvb_n9, _oints, and other pa_ts of the test lodp b_ing deposit-
ed on the fil_era. |
3.0 COnclusions
This test demonstrates the foasLbil_,y of using radioactively tagged components to mea-
sure wear. l_ven though the wear that took place in this short duration test was extremely
small (about 38.1 micrograms qere de_ected), the method was sensitive enough to detect
this trace quantity. In subsequent tests _ther techniques will be tested for extending
sens_tivity of "on-line" monitors. '_
b
It IS £nteres6ing to _ote that the pre-welghed screen sampler showed a "pickup" of 0.004 _r i
grams of contaminant after the initial 10,000 cycles of operation in the clean system.
&pparently, the material was shaken from the system during cycling as the detectors show-
• 56 . _,
.......... i--:_ii __._-_,:•_ |, i l In" • ,w---
ed only O.O00038_grams of material release_ire^,tly attributable to the valve. Yet
under normal methods, of testing the erroneous concluslon could be drawn that the 0.004
grams of materlal had come--from the valve.
elm/tat reIu/ts obtained mfter ;,elghlng the filters at the conclusion of the contamina-
tion cycle test showed, a collection of 0.0392 grams (0.004 grams of contam/na_ _ere
added to_._he system}, yet t2aL_efie_tX_rs indicated that none of _he material otJ_glnated
in the valve.
_" The measurement, of pa_-ticle generation by components uJlng nu_lear tracer _echnique8
;_i: appears _o be qulte feasible and appropriate even under extremely conta_Lnated system
Conditions.
..................... ~ .......... Io.............. ...................................................
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TABLE 3-1
I L
SU_,_.RY OF _A,_L_, SPECTRA
u I ii i
Counting Time
Figure No, .... _minutes_
C-$. Spring..endcap ---
C-5 ValVe seat and base ---
C-7 Popper • ---
,.
C-8 Spring ---
C-9 Background lOm
C-IO #I Millipore pad lOm
C-11 #I 80 x 700 screen lOm
C-12 #I,.3ZS..x2300 screen lOm
Co13 #2 80 x 700 screen lOm
C-14 #2 325 x 2300 screen lOm
C-IS #2 Millipore pad lOm
C-16 0.05 pC£ Cs-i37 source Im
• i i i ii ii t
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_2 60 x 700 SCREEN
CONTAI_INATED kUN
FICmRe_-1oii
12 32S X 2300 SCREEN
¢ONTAf4INATED RUN
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TEST, N_R: 4
T2ST ITEM, Hyd,ra.u!._'i. A.c_uator
The purpose of this _est was to deterl_tne _he -.ontam_---t generatlon-characterlstics
of • _yplcel hydraulic actuator (as shown in Figure 4.-1), as a-functlon of t?,e number
of _y_les through which the actuator has been operated. The uflit was operated under
tmloa,lt,d and loaded opsratlng__uofl_LtLons through a totaL_of_§,40_ cycles. Leakage
from the actuator was measured intez_n_ttently during the tes_, The contaminant genbra-
tlon was monitored using au_o-radlotracer te_hnlques.
2_0, Pro=edur_e
The_p=ocedures followedL in conduc_ing che wear .study are shown in _he Test-Plan. The
actuator _ompo_ents (body, piston, and-bushlng) were irradiated for 30 mlnutes at a _lux
of approximately 5 x 10I0 n/cm 2--see. This yielded a total ac_Ivlty of approximately
l0 mCl, mainly Cu-64 in the bushing and Cu-64 and Mn_56 in the actuator body.
Samples o£ material removed from the 7075 alumln.mn body and Cu-Be bushing were Irr_adla-
ted along with the actuator compor_ents. These samples were used as the calibration
s_andards. Tl_e piston, being r_ae _f 440C s_alnless s_eel, is much harder than eithQr
the _odLy or the bushlng_ It was therefore assumed t3at if any particle generation were
to o_cur it would be from the body and bushing rather than-/rOm the piston. Thi8 assump-
t£on w_s later v,_EL£ied by the absence of _J_e characterist_ q anna deca_ peaks cor..res-
pond_ng to the alloying _ona_tuents ¢_ 44OC stainless steel in the game spectra of
gbnerated contaminants.
"-:_r_ F¢,llowing the irracttatio_ end _eassembl¥ of the _ctua_or, it._as inatal le¢_ in_ the teat
1¢_p and t_ested a_ outlined in the Test Plan. A schemati_ dlagr_m of the bes_ loop is /
shown in Pigure 4-2. One mo_iJ_.t_:at.t.on to the T_lt Plan was made during the tesb. k£te_
2700 c¥¢Ies, _he differential pressure across t_e screens built up to a higher 'value
!
than anticipated. T_e screens-were removed _=om the test loop and replaced with clean i
screens. The tss_. was t_en carrie_ out as planned to completion! 'i.e., to a total of-
3,600 cycles un3.eaded (_,700 cycles with the first set of screens and 900 cycles with
the secon4 set) and 1,800 cycles wi_h the actuator loaded (using a third set of screens), _,
The a-._ivlty collected on the screens was intermittently monitored during the run using
a t_o-inch NaI scintillation detector.
$.0 Test Plan - Hydraulic _ctustor
I. Install the hydreulic actuator in the t_st _oop en_ install the followin,_ filters
_6
downstream of the actuator:
a. 80 x ?00 screen (40 GBR)
b. 325 x 2300 screen (1_ GBR)
2. Test. condLtLons:
a. Fluld_ MIL-H-5606
b. Pressure,Source: ,_reer.supply unit
o. Pr_ssuze: 3900 psi
d. Line-size- 1/4 Lnc_
e. Flow race: approxil_tely 0.43 gpn__
f. Mainca/n a temp.eraturs record_and use the p_ovlded heat exchanger as n_- ......................
3. l_istal/,a 325 x 2300 screen in __pEeasure_llne.
4. Cy=l_ the 4-wa y s_lenold valve to pressurize _hd exhaust, the cylinder. The valve.-
is t_ operate at _000 pe_ on the inle_ and d_wn._trea_ sides. A,..snubhe= or needle
valve ii to be_used to restrlc_ the travel.,ti_e and-im_act._load of _he actuator.
5 ...... Clamp the_cylinder nea_ the-ends to_avoid reStrictlon of. _he bore.
6. Measur_ the leakage acros_ the actuator prio_ to the test. by applying 3000 p.sl,to
the retraction port and nhessurlng the effluent £rom the extension poz_
7. Cyole the actuator through 3_600 cycles at a cycling frequency of 30 cycle per
! minute, with the actuato_ in the .unloaded condition_-
8.......Pass the effluent from the actuator under botk travel directions through the col-
lection screens. Monltor the activity ef the collection screens w_t_ a portaDle
detech_r. __
9. Repeat the ,_.eakage test (as in Step 6).
10. Remove the replace the screen_.
11. Cycle the actuator through 1500 cycles at 30 cycles per minute with a 2 pouna
weight e_tached to _.he rod en_ ey_ bolt to simulate side loading concLttione.
12. Repeat Step 8.
13. Repeat the lea_age tes_ (Step 6).
14. Remove tJ_e screens for bhe of£-l_ne counting and analysis.---
4.0 Re_ul_s and _al_a_s t
_"_'_ The gan_na spectra fo_-the e_tuator body and bushing ce_JJ_ca_ion samples axe shown in !
F_res 4-3 and 4-4 respectively. The _ody sample yielded a Mn-S6 peak of 2._I x 10 2 ]
cpm/mg and a Co-/e4 peak of-3.97 x 102 cpm/_g; the bushing sample yielde_L a Cu-6¢ penk
of 7.77 x 10 3 cpm/mg. I41-a_alyzing these spectra, and a_% spectra which follow, th_
coulit zate considered is the total !tumber of counts in the peak channel and five channels
on either side of the peak divided by the counting period. The calibration samples are
normalized to acti.vlty per milligram and are subsequently used to calculate the mass of
generated contaminant collected on the va_'ious screens used during the J_es_,
The basic procedures used to analyze the test data a_e as follows:
_o a. Count each screen usin_ a )" NaI scintillation _etecto_" and countin 9 system, and
determine the Mn-56 and Cu-64 activity on each screen.
bb
b. UG£ng the Cu-64 calibration factor for--_e bodye calculate the Cu-64 activity
¢or=esRp_nding _o the nmasu_edMn-56 activity. The Mn-56 can-come only frol_ the
aatuatoZbody. Subtracting the cofresp_ndinq Cu-64 ac_Lvity fromthe total Cu-64
activity on _he screen will yield th_ Cu-64 activity due to the bushing.
_ c. Frau the _easured and calculated activ£_ie8 from stepl (a) and (b) corrected for
i
decay back to the time of th_co.unting oft he stanaards, using the calcula_ed cal-
ibration factors, calculatethe mass of g_Dera_ed contaminant from the accuat_
l! body and bushing collec£ed on each of the filte_L _
The ga_e spectra .for th_ tix s_eena 'used_dUring _he test are showh in Figures 4-_
through 4-10. _ these figures, it is seater hat the-_an_a spectrum for the _I Fine
$c£een Is-the only o_t which shous a definite M_-5fi peak._ Using the data from Che
cottntlng_a__this screen and the cutllned analysis procedures, the_masses of contaminant
generated from the body ana bushing were calculated: the values _r_ 0.42 k_ and 0.19
mg._ respectively.
At _his po_n_ it is assumed _bJt _,_ ratio of body materiel to bushing material remained
_,_staflt throughout the tes.t. By this asaump_cn, there should be a Mn-56 peak in the
s_ectzum-fot each of the-screens, but, as already indicated, these peaks do not occur.
Close inspec_ion of the dat_ re, eels some activity, though n_t a discerna_e peak, at
t_e Mn=56 ene_'g_ of 0.84 NeV. The absence _f.-_-Mn=._._aks is possibly explained by
the following two conSide=ations:
/_ a. The total activity on eac_ o_ the _,n_tnSn_ screens ranges from. a_oximately 1 to
I0_-og--the 6o_al activity__on the |1 Elne-Screen. The Mn-S6 activity i_ _herefore
ale_-zeduced by a sln_ilar factor, i
b. The tl Fine St=sen was one of the first screens counted; the oth_ were counts4
a_ times f_ 3 to 5 hours late_, o_ 1 _o 2 half-l_ve8 of Mn-56. This also resulted
in a _lgn_ficant reduction in the already low Mn-5_.a_tivity level.
Accepting the validity of this assump_on enables one to distinguish between Cu-64 activ-
ity on the remaining five Screens due to particle release from the actuator body end
that _rom the bushing. By the assumption, the ratio og _ Cu-64 activity to bushina ,
Cu-64 activity will be constant throughout the test and equal to that calculated for
the |1 Fine Screen. Then, using the separated Cu-64 acti'_ities and the appropriate _-
_slibration factors, the masses of contaminants released from the two parts a_d collecte_
on bhe screens can be calculated. The results ere shown in Table 4-1.
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The resultL.indlcate a total of 0.69 mg o5 generated contaminant collected on the fil-
tezs throughout the test. The result for the coarse screen with actuator lo_d d,
while insignificant compared to the 0.69 mg of total collected contaminant, i_ quite
significant in a different respect. For that particular case, 0.98 x 10-3 mg, or
less than 1 microgram of material was detected.
Figure 4--11 shows the con_aminant generation history of__he actuato_ as a function of
the numbe_ of cycles through which it has been operated. While J_e nu_be_ of data
points is somewha_ lim_ted_ the curves do illus_rate several s_nifioant_e_tures. For"
either body, O_ the bushing, the muount o£-cor_an_nan_ collected on-_heooarse screens
iS a small fraction (approximately-2_) of that collected on the fine _creens. Therefore,
Figure4-11(b) very near£_Jpproximatee the total contaminant gener_i_l_,n curves for the
two pareS. The curves of _£gure 4-11(b) show a _harp tnitial rate og generationwhich
is characteristic of a breaking in pe_iod. T_is is followed b_ leveling off o_ the
generation rate, whk_h is also .shown. The side-load was added at 3,600 cycles. The
ottrves shown that this added load didnot have the effect increasing the rate of part-
icle generation. -The fact that the amount of generated contaminant collected on the
coarse screens was generally only approx_ately 2_ of that collected on the fine screen
gives a good indication as to the particle size distribu_on 0f the generated contamin-
ant. The particles are primarily between 10 end 40 n_Lc:ons in size.
5.0 COnclusions
The results of this test clearly Lndica_e two of the principle _tages of th_ auto-
rad£ot_aoer techniques used in the contam£naht generation study. FL_st, if the con-
sti_uent mate_iala o£ the oompohen_ pa_t_ ere 8uch-th'_t they will yield dd_erent ise-
topes t_n Irradlatlon, these different isotopes c.n be used to quantitatlve_y measure
th_ overall particle generation of th_ oompohent dbrlng oper_ttiOn,a_d can a_. be used
to dlstinguish between sources within the component. With t_is in mind, parts could be _
dope6 with small qutm_/ties o£ ma_eria_-during fabrication so as _ serve as radio- i
tracers upon irradiation. Seoond, the results indicate the high sensitivity ef the auto- '.
!
radlot_acer technique as applied to Contaminant generation studies. %n this test, quan-
tities of generated ¢ont_uninant _f less than one microgram were easily detected, i
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TABLE 4-1
MASSES OFLGENEraTED COXT,_IINASTCOLLECTED
tIYD_(IL IC ACT[IATO_ TEST
• i i i i • i i l i i i
Actuator Part ,_lass of Collected Generated Contaminant
• and (_i ! i i grams,) ......
Loading Conditions Cb_rse.Screen I Fine Screen. Total
: i i i lrl i r, | i i i
; 1. Body, un!.0aded 9.60 x 10 "_ 4.49 x _0 "s 4.59 x 10 1
J
;t -
i' 2. Body, loaded 2.14 x 10 s L42 x 10 "z 1.65 x 10 "z
b
i .
3. Body, total 1.17 x 10 .2 4.63 x 10 "_ 4.75 x_10 _
4. Bushing, unloaded 4.33 x 10 "t 2.03 x_10 "l 2.07 x 10 "z
' 5. Bushing, loaded 0.98 x 10 "s 6.45 x 10 "s 7.43 x 10 "s
6. Bushing, total S.31 xlG "s 2.09 x 10 "s 2.14 x 10 -i
7O
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FIGURE 4-7L
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TEST I_'dHBER: 5
_BST IT_I: Ball Bearing &ss_bly
The purdue_of this _eF_ was t_ determine the _ontamina_ gene,=ation charac_eristics
of a typical high speed bell bearing assembly while operating in a cryogenic liquid ............
a special bearing _es_ _pparatus designed for use with czyogenic liquids was p_vide_
by the ROcketdyne Divisioh oZ North American Rockwell Corporation. It was originally
planned to run the _earing for 3 hours or until failure using liquid nitrogen at 4 gp_
and 225 psl_ inlet p_esJure. H_'ever, one of the two bearing assemblies installed in
the tester failed after only 12 minutes or 240,000 r_volutions end the test was con-
cluded. Durin_ the run the generated contamir_ation was collected on filter screens in
the flow system, and these were monitored on-lin_ using euto-radiotrecer techniques.
Bearing incipient failure was noted on the monitors by rapid accumulation o£ bearing
material prior to audible indications of failure.
2, 0 Procedure
%_e test procedures followed i_ conducting this study are showr in the Te_t plan. A
:_ema_ic dAag_ram o_ the bearing tester and _he _e_ loop is s_own .4.n Figure 6-1. The
Shaft o_ the bearing tester and t_o b_e=ing_ were_ LrradAe_ed for 1 hou: at • flux o_
_pproxAmately 5 x 10 l0 n/c:Z'eec. _hie yielded s total ectivLty of 5 mCi, f_ainIy Cu-64
and /4n-$6_ which _iave-4tal£-l_ves ot 12.8 hr. and _.59 hr., respec_t_,ely.
Following irradiation, the bearing tester Was _e_ssembled and installed in the test loop.
The test was then rmt as outlined. A 2-inch Na[ scintillation detec_or-was placed _ee_
each 0£ the two filter positions. Each detector had • s_para_e readout. The output of
the deter.tot monit_ring the fine screen was also oonnec_e_ to a etrip-char_ recorger
an4 the-relative activity of material col_.ected on the fine screen was record_td contin-
ually during the test,
The tester was run briegly (3 minutes) prior to the beginni:t_ of _he ('_ntinual oper£_ion
po:_lon of the test. This was done _rimari_ to check out the test loop. Following the
system checkout_ t|_e bearing tester was b_ough_ _o 20,000 rpm and run at that speed for
the remainder of tk:e test. !
t
Following the test, the filters were removed from the test loop and counted using a 3- _
inch Nsl scintillstion detector en_ a _ultl-chan:,, _nalyzer. Fro_ the results of these
aessure_ents, the mess og generated contaminants collected on the e-.reens was determined.
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3.0 Results and Analysis
During the early minutes of the continual operation portion of the test, a s e_ly in-
crease in fhe activity level of each Of the filters was detected. This is sho_ in
Figures 5-2 an_ 5-3 which represent the._eter readings and a rep_oducCion of the _trip-
chart recording, respectlveli. After 12 minutes of continual oReratLon_ a sharp rise
in the activity levels was detected. This-is also shown in Eiqures _-2 and..5_3. Shor_-
I¥ following this rapi_Increase in .cOllected activity, a marked increaee.J_Lthe high i
frequency sound-level originating from the bearing tee_er was noted. It was assu_ed
that these two effects had been caused-by the failure of _ component in the bearing
tester, and one minute later the tes_ was terminated.
Following the test, the unit was disassen_bled and visually_nspected. This insepction
In,leafed that the inner race Of one of the bearlngs was b_nding.
Figures 5-4 and 5-5 sh_% gQmma spectra for the two screens used in the test. Each
screen was counted twice and the spectra indicate the relative decay of the various 1
radioisotopes present in the screen. A small portion Of the collected contaminant was
removed from one of the--screens, counted, _d weighed. Using this as a calibration
Standard, the _ass of generated contamIEant collected on the screens was determined.
The resu1_s are 36.7 mg on__he coarse screen and 44.8 mg on the fine screen. T_._e
relatively large amounts of collected contaminafit also confirm the canponent failure.
The two bearings used for the_ tests co_sted of 440C stainless steel inner and outer
racJ_ and a F_Nonel cage in one bearing and a R_lon-J cage in the otlie_. _Of._heee
materials, K-MDnel is the only one in which copper is present. ThereTore, the presence
of significant levels of Cu-6_ on the filters, as lll*_strated by th_ gamma _pectt-n,
"'_ indicates appreciable wear of _he K-Monel cage. It _as _he bearing _ith the K-Monel
cage which was fo_.d, bl_ visual inspection follov_Ing the test, to ha_e' failed'. Mangan-
ese, present in both K-Monel (l.§t) and 440C stainless steel (l.0t), _as the source of
the Mn-_6 deflected on the screens.
Th_ detect.on .'f Cu-64 activity on the screens when copper is present only in the _-Mc_e"
cage provides Vc|ltive l,idication that it was the K-Monel cage whlch yielded the ma:cr
portion of _he colla_e_ contaminant and that it was this part of the ,_esring which in
all likelihood resulted tn the component fatiure.
Figure 5-6 shows the bearing tester in operation. Liquid nltrcgsn from a suppty tu the _"
_v
righ_ of the p_oto_raph t_ flowing throug._ the bearing tester on _he table and thence .||
through the _o filter screens in front to the gamma detractors _.n their cylindrlcn] )en_!
°_-_ .............................................. ......................................................................
I
4.0 conclus£°-_!ns I
The .auto-=a_cet method gave excellent results in measuring the contamin_ nts
produced during this bearing test. Not only waJL it possible to detetlaine the ae_unt
• of tl_ generated, particles, but the origin of the _Aterial was revealed during
the buLlxl-_uP of radioactivi.t_.
' °_qb
t
I
i
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TEST PLAN - _EARING TEST i
i
i. Set up system in attendance wi_h 8che_at/o (Fi_Ltt_..e5-,I|.....
2.........Use preweighed collection filters downs_reRm of bearing tearer as follows:-
Thtee of eac_.w/ll be required:
a) 80 x 700 (40p. absolu_:e)
b) 325 x 2300 (10/_ absolute)
3. ¥1uld to be use_- I__
Source and quality -ZLN2 trailer, 1100 gallons.Pressure 22_ psig inleE
Line 81ze - I/2 inch
Total flow rate - 4 gpm
Fluid inlet temperature - 160 ° R Max.
4. Install filter in pressure line. "Use 325 x 2300 screen.
5. Use kntl.v or alternate speed pickup on end of shaft.
6. Open turbine seal drain to vent.
7. Establish 115_ pslg GN2 pressure in seal loading bellows cavity.
8. Start coolant flow at approximately I gpm to oo_l test to Operating temperatu,res.
9. When tester is at operating temperature and ooolan_ outle_ is single phase, commence
LN2 flow th_'ough bearing cavity at approximately 0.8 gpm.
10. When LN2 outl6t from bearing cavity is single phase, adjust LN, flow to maintain
50 • 10 psig in bearing cavity. Centre). using hand valve in o_tie_ line.
i1. Start GN2:1¢_ to impeller slowly _r,d s_'.n _e sh_t using a rubber _ rod An
s hand held, electric drill.
(Note: Shaft rotates coUnter-clock_,i_e, dril_-_everse mechanism will be needed.)
12. Bring shaf_ slowly up to 20,000 rpm. _nitor.-LN 2 outlet temperature continuously
to assure single ph88e flow through bearinqs_
13. Monitor activity of collection screens.
14. Replace screens after ninety minutes by divertin_j flow throug_ parallel system.
This WJ._I enable flow _o be maintained.
15. Continue test until LN 2 is exhausted. The test duration will be known when o15ti_um
• : flow rates have been e_tablished.
w.
16. If the t_st duration requires use of more than three screens of each size, the nec-
ess--ry ad,dltional screens should be cleaned and weighed early in the test" program. !
l?. Care sho'._L_ be used in the transfer of the screens to petrie dishcs in order that
all contamination is removed on the screen.
IS. use a forty-minute count on all screens to give a good statistical value for the
m_asured spectra.
19. To shut down tester, maintain LN_ flow and cut off GN2 flow to turbine. Following
this, turn off main LN_, seal loidinq pressure and LN2 coolant flow in that order.
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iFM1 Bearing Cavity Flow (1-2 gpm LN2) ]
FM2 Coolant Jacket Flow (2-5 qpm LN2)
PI LN2 Inlet Pressure (320 i lO psi_)
P2 LN2 Outlet. Pressure (40 i I0 pslg) 0
P_ Seal Loading Bellows Pressure (115 _ 5 psl_)
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FIGURE 5-2: CO:,'TI_'!_I:hNTGE._:ERAT.ION -. BEARING TESTS
ON-LI_ r'-_LETER I_DXCAT/O'_S
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FIGURE S-4
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TEST NUMBER: 6
TEST ITEM: Various Plastic Materials
The purpose of this work was to determine the trace elemental constituents of various
conHnonly used valve seat and he_ring cage material samples. The analysis indicates
which of the materials oonT,_in appropriate radio-lsotopes, following irradiation, which
may be used as radiotracers in shor_-term contamination generatlcn studies. The mater-
ials analyzed are listed in Table 6-I.
2.0 Procedure
Thirteen material samples were irradiated in a neutron--fluxof 1.2 x 1012 n/c_2-sec.
for a period of 3 hours. Prior to irradiation, the samples were carefully cleaned,
sealed in plastic bags in a clean room, and re-sealed in cleaned plastic containers.
Prior to counting the irradiated samples, the material samples were r_c;ea from the
plastic bags and originalplestlc containers and then transferred to unirradiated con-
tainers. This procedure iusured that the analysis revealed only those trace constltu-
ants contained in the material samples themselves and not in the sample containers or
surface contamination.
Following removal from the reactor, the sampl_s were counted using a sodlum-lodlde
{Nal) scintillation crystal and photomultipller tube and a 400 ohatmel pul_e height
analyzer. Counts were taken at various times following irradiation to det_z_i,e both
the charactorlstlc gamma enetgles and the hal£-llves of the various trace corstltuents
of each eg the samples.
"-...= $.0 Results
Table 6-2 summarizes the results of the activation analy3is. The activity values shown
in _he table are activity levels of the speclfic radlonuclldes contained in one gram of
the material sample Upon removal from the reactor.
The N¥1atron GS, Kel F 81, Rulon-J, Armalon, Fluoro_ een _-600 and reprocessed teflon
samples may have also contained Mn-56. However, dl to the relatively high activity
of these samples _pon removal from the reactor, it was not possible to count the samples
tultll the short-llved isotopes had decayed. Manganese-56 and perhaps sillcon-31 are
suspected to be the isotopes responsible for the short-llved activity of these samples.
Oamma spectra for the thirteen materials are shown in Figures 6-1 through 6-13. For t
the virgin Teflon and KeI-F 81 samples it is indicated in Figures 6-1 and 6-6 respectively
i
_ that what appears to be a single peak Is actually due to tho presence of two different
t
t
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isotopen. E_oh of the isotopes has a aisttnct g_m_ _:_r_y ievel, _lthough tb_ c_
_ifference is slight. For the virgin Teflon (Fi_ur_ (-1) t_e two isotopeS a_'e 3i-31
(1.27 MeV) and Na-24 (1.37 MeV). For the Kel-F 81 (figure 6-6) the. isotopes are Cu_64
(0.51 MeV) and W-18? (0.48 M_V). For both materials one of the paired isotopes has
a significantly shorter half-life than the other: as the shorter laved isotope decays
the contribution from the longer lived isotope will predominate. It is the difference
in half-lives-which facilitates the identification of both isotopes contributing to
ji
li what appears to bG_ a slng_q...peak_ ............................................................
I! 4.0 Conclusions
The cleaning p_oc,edures that were followed, prior to irradiation_ _ured that J_he
trace eonstltuentl found in the analysis were actually constituents of the. material
samples and were not due to surface contamination. The results _.ndlcate that Mn-56,.
CIa-64 and Na-24 are common to most of the samples analysed, It has yet to be determined
whether these are characteristic constituents of the materials or whether they are pick-
ed u_ i_ processing the material and component fabrication. Regardless of the source,
however, both Cu-64 and Na-24 have adequate half-lives (12.8 hr and 15 hr respeotlvel_)
to allow short-termwear studies to be conducted. _hls is, of course, providing that
the specific activities of the irradiated component materlals are known immediately prior
to conducting the test and that the components dan be irradiated, assembled, and tested
within a period of approximately two days.
The Kel F 81 sample was found to contain W-187 (half-Ills = 24 hr)_ the Delrin sampl_
was found to contaln Au-190 (half-Ills - 64.8 hr); and the Nltatron ¢S sample was found
to ¢o_taln MO-99 (hslf-llfe - 66 hr). While none of these radioisotopes has a sufficient-
_ ly long half-life to be used as a radlotrace_.in a long-term generatlon-stud_, all have
half-llves significantly longer than those of both Cu-54 and Na-24. This will allow the !
performance of contaminant generation tests over periods of greater than the two-day
tlm_ limitation for materials containing only the shorter-llved isotopes, Us%ng W-187
as a radlotracer in a contamination generation study, the corresponding time res_rlct_on |
would be 3 days; and for Au-198 and Mo-99 At would be 8 days.
Specific activltle_ somewhat higher than those achieved in the 3-hour irradiation wc,u]d
be required _o obtain significant data in a longer term contaminant generatio_ stud,_ in-•
volvlng the mat_rlals analyzed. From the results presented, the period of Irrad_at:_on a_
required to achieve the desired activity level may be extrapolated. For a typical long t
term contaminant generation test, the initial component activity should be on the order
of 10_ Ci.
_ 87 .. o
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Utilizing the longer half_llves ofiw-187 and particularly Au-198 and Mc-99, the res-
pective materials may be irradiated to the desired specLflc _c*Ivlty level of o _ of
these isotopes. After 3 days, the shorter lived isotopes will have essentially decayed
away and only the longer-lived isotope will remain at appreciable activity levels.
The.Rulon-J sample Gontalned approximately 10 Ci/,_m of Cd-ll5 (half-life 53.5 hr), and
the Fluorogreen E-60Qeample contained approximately 0.5 Ci/gm of Cr-S1 (half-llfe 27.8
days) .....Both of these isotopes are promising for contaminatlon.tests ....The Cr-51 spec-
ific acti_it_ in the Fluorogreen E-600 could easily be increased by extending the irra-
dlatlon period. Six hours irradiation would yield.ap@roximately I Ci/gm of Cr-51.
The Cr-Sl which develops by irradiation of Fluorogxeen _-600 makea this material espec-
Jelly p_omislng for long term teats. The material can be irredlated _o the desired
specific activity _evel_of the Or-51 and allowed to stand before use sc that essentially
all of the shorter lived isotopes will decay away, leaving only the CI-_i at v_ry nearly
its initial specific activity level.
Aq L
.... c ........ .
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tTABLE 6-1
LIST OF SAMPLE _tATERIALS
Mass
Sample Materi al (gm)
i I, V .rgin teflon 6.60
2, Kitnar-- 1,41
30 Vespel 5055
o,
4. Tef$on FEP 6,31
50 N¥1atron GS 6093
6, Kel F 81 5,80
7, Reprocessed teflon 27075
8, Nylon LP 410 6/6 7043
9 • Oelrin 3,98
10, Rulon-J_ ........................ O, 88
ii, Ermalon 2.85
12, V_rgln Tgflon 25_ glass-filled 16,68
_.. :_ 13o Fluorog, re en E-600 15, 94
i,
if'
............ _mms_
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• " TABLE 6-2
_ SUMMARY OF ACTIVATION ANALYSIS RESULTS
C_m_osltlon
Sample Half-llfe Aotlv£ty
l}entlficati%9 Znotope (hr) -- _ ( Ci/gm t
1. ViEgln Teflon _-56 2.58 0.3
S£-31 2,_2 0,07
Cu-_4- 12,8 0.5
Na-24 15.0 0,02
Total
2, Kynar _._-SE 2,58 0,1
CU-64 12,8 0.1
N_-24 15,0 0,03
TOtal
3. Vespel _-56 2._8 5,9
Cu-64 12.8 2,1_
Na-24 15,0 2.1
T_tal
4. Teflon FEP _-56 2,58 1,5
Cu-64 12.8 1,5
Na-24 15,0
Total
S, Nylatron GS Cu_64 _ 12,8 1,4
Na-24 15,0 0,25
F_-99 66.0 1.6
Total 3.2
6., Kel F 81 Cu-64 12,8 4.0 I_
Na-24. 15,0 3.7 _
W-187 24..0__ __ 4_3
7. Reprocesoed Cu-64 12.8 4.3 _'_"
Teflon ..... _;a-24Total 15,0 7,73_4 _
8, Nylon I_n-56 2,58 2.2 t_ _
LP 4106/6 Cu-64 12,8 0,6 : _._
Na-24 15,0 0.3 _ rJ_
Total 3.i pq:_x_
9. Delrtn Mn-58 2,58 C,09 _,
Cu-64 12,5 0.06 _1_:
•,'.... _ Ka-24 15.0 0,03
" _' AU'lg_ 64.8 0.005
Total " _._8
10, R_lon-J Ha-24 15,0 13,4
¢d-115 53,5 I0,I
8o-46 83,8 da_- 0.01 ....
8c-75 120.0 day _ 0.35
Total 23.9
II. Armalon Cu-64 12,8 155,0
Na-24 15.0 !26.0
• S_-46 83.8 day 0.1
• Total 281.1
12. 25t Glasa CU-84 12.5 48.5 '
¥_lled Teflon Na-24 15,0 51,4
Total 1_0 " "
13, Fluorogreen Cu-64 12,0 60,8
E-600 t£a-24 15,0 66.5
C='5I 27.8 day 0.5
6o-46 83.e day 0.008
Total 127,8
%
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TEST Nt_BERz 7
TEST ITEM: 3/4" Teflon Seal Ball _alve
The purpose of this test was to determine the contamination generation characteristics
of a 3/4" ball valve equipped with teflon seals. Tests of particle generation were
conducted in both gas and liquid-systems. As relatively large amounts of generated
material were anticipated, the gravimetrlc method was used. Figure 7-i shows a cr.oss
section of the ball valve.
2.0 Procedure
2.1 Gas Test
2.1.1 preparation of Test Item
Prior to beginning the test, the valve, consisting of a 303 stainless steel ball,, stem
and body and Teflon primary and stem seals was dlsassembled_ ultrasonic/tlly__cleaned
and reassembled.
2.1.2 Test Description
The valve was installed in a test system consisting of a nitrogen source, a pressure
regulator, a i0 micron filter immediately _pstream of the test valve, the test valve
end a i0 micron (325 x 2300) collection screen immediately downstream of the test valve.
Four (4) pre-cleaned, dried and weighed collection screens were provided_ as it was
planned to perform the test in four (4) increments of 100, i00, 500 and I000 cycles.
A pneumatlclly operated actuator and counter was installed to provide20 on-off cycles
of the test value per minute. The regulator was set to deliver nitregen to the test
_. _ valve at i00 pisg.
The first test consisted of 100 on-off cycles. At the conclusion of this test the
collection screen was carefully removed and replaced with a clean screen. The collec-
tion screen was dried and weighed to determine the amount of contaminant collected in
the first i00 cycles. This procedure was repeated three times at increments of i00,
500, and i000 cycles for a total of 1700 cycles.
2.]..3 Results
Table 7-1 shows the weight of contaminant collected in each test increme:Lt. Figure 7-2
shows the test data presented in graph form. It can be seen that after a sharp rise _
Iin generation of material, the rate of generation became relatively constant as shown
by the straight section of the graph. A large amount of material was released through-
out the test, totalling 28 milligrams after 1700 cycles. After weighing the screens,
98 _ _.
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they were examined under a microscope st 40 and I00 power. The generated material
consisted entirely of shreds and particles of Teflon ranging in size form 25 microns
to 2000 microns. The largest particle measured 2080 x 1240 microns.
2.2 _iquld Test
2.2.1 Preparation of Test Item
New main seals and stem seal were provided and the valve was prepared for-test as in
2.1.1.
2.2.2 Test Description
The valve was installed in a ll¢_uld test system using water as the test fluid. The sys-
tem was slmila_ to that used. for the gas test except that the nitrogen source was re-
placed by a reservoir and pum_p: A flow control valve s_t to deliver 2 gpm of water re-
placed the pressure regulator.
The test was oonducted in five (5) Increments_of I00, I00, 500, i000, and 1000 cycles
for a_._tal of 2700 cycles. The collection screen was removed and weighed after_
increment.
2.2.3 Results
Table 7-I shows the welght-of contami_ant collected in each test increment. Figure 7-2
shows the plotted test data. The generation rate remained relatively constant until
1760cycles as shown by the straight section of the plot and then decreased during the
last test increment. The total amount of materlalgenerated in 1700 cycles was_approx-
imately twice that collected in the gas test.
- Microscopic examination showed the generated materiel to be Teflon shreds and particles
with sizes varying from 25 mlcronJ to 2000 microns as was observed in the gas test.
..
B.0 Conclusions
When the valve was disassembled and examined a£ter beth tests, it was apparent that the
source of tho Teflon material was the stem and seal and 'not the primary ball seals.
The stem seal is compressed by a clamp plate forcing the Teflon to cold-flow and form
a seal with the valve ste_. As the Teflon cold-flows, it also extrudes _hrough the
clearance space between the stem and the bedy. As the valve Is=¥cled the thin extru_
sion breaks off and falls into _he cavity between the flat sides of the ball and the
body. Subsequent rotation of the ball through 90 degrees "sweeps" the shavings into
the flow stream and where they are collected on the downstream filter.
.......................... 99
TABLE 7-1
CONTA_IINANT GENERATION TEST - 3/4" BALL VALVE
Gas Test (Nitrogen)
Run Number of Cycles Weight of Contaminant mg.
Number P_er Run C_lulative Per Run Cumulative
1 i00 i00 6.6 6,6
2 i00 200 4.1 10.7
i! 3 500 700 5,_ 16,2
4 i000 1/_0 11.8 28.0
Liquid Test (Water)
Run Number of Cycles Weight of Contaminant mg.
' Number per--Run_umula_ive Per Run Cumulative
1 100 100 2.0 2.0
2 100 200 2.7 4°7
3 500 70_ 16.1 20.8
4 ..... i000 1700 29.0 49,8
S i000 2700 16.2 65.0
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The selection of the optimum t_'pv ,tnd qrado of filter medium to bo usi_d in ,s fluid sys-
tem is dependent on thq, characteristics of.the oporatinq components In the, sy_tt,m.
Those components which are very sensitive to contamination require very clean op_,ratin,l
fluids and therefore a finer degree.of filtration than those relatively insensitive to
particulate contamination. The optimum choice of filter medium is that which will pro-
vide only the Cegree of protection required, as-filter media which provide finer filtra-
tion than required will, of necessity, be larger than optimum due to the direct
tlonship between filter rating and contaminant tolerance. The_liner the filtration r_ .
ing, the more screen area, i.e. filter £1ze, is required to ingest a given amount of
contaminant.
In order to determine contaminant sensitivity of any given component, the unit can be
operated in a contaminated flowing system sequentially protecting it with upstream fil-
ters of fo_r standard filtration ratings. Starting with the finest filtration-r.ating
(10/25) for the first cycle, additional life cycle tests are conducted with the 20/50,
40/100 and 100/250 filter media-until failure occurs. The largest micron-rating medium
with which the component can perform its design life cycle without failure or perfor ...........
mance degradation below allowable limits represents the optimum choice of filter medium
to be used in the proteckive filter.
2.0 TEST METHOD - GENERALIZED DSSCRIPTIO_
The four grades of "standard" filter media recommended in Volume I of this report are
as followS.
Medium Glass Bead. Rating Maximum Par£1cle
(Nominal Grade) (Microns) Size Rating (Microns)
325 x 2300 TDDW _0 25
2 x.120 x 650 PDSW 20. 50
80 x 400 PDSW 40 100
30 x 160 PDSW i00 250
The component is lhstalled in a fluid system simulating that to be used in service. A b
_ource of contaminated fluid and the necessary pumps or "blow-down" equipment is provided
to allow the unit to perform a specified nUn_er of operations under simulated service P
, conditions. 4_m
._ & filter containing the finest Of the four recommended media is installed upstream of
the =omponent under test and the unlt is operated for a specified number of cycles under
• %
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flowing conditions. The source fluid is contaminated to a relatively high contamina-
tion level to ossure a meaningful number of particles being exposed to the uni A
level of 30 milligrams of AC Coarse Dust per liter of. liquid is recoma_nded. "his
corresponds to a cont_vination level approximately i0 times higher than level 350
of Mil-Std-1246, and provides accelera_.ed_resu/ts .....Depending on the total time ,f
" operation and flow rate, the reqervoir must contain sufficient fluid to complete the
run. The test cannot be conducted under recirculating conditions as the returning
filtered fluid will constantly dilute the reservoir and reduce the contamination level.
The filter area. provided in the upstream filter must be adequate to prevent the falter
pressure differential from rising beyond acceptable limits during the run. This infor-
mation cu_O be obtained from the contaminant tolerance curves contained in Volume I of
this report.
If_the component successfully completes its life cycle protected by the 10 micron GBR
medium, the test is repeated on a second component using the next larger filtration rat-
ing medium. This is continued using the coarser grades of media, until the rating that
causes Kailure or performance degradation is determined. The coarsest filter medium
which will allow the component to perform its design life would then be the optimum med-
ium for use.
3.0 TEST PROGRAM
L/___ensral
" TO test the validity of the test method, a bipropellant valve was furnished by Moog, Inc.,
East Aurora, New York, for evaluation. The valve was Moog Part Number 54-103, a dual
......... valve equipped with dual inlets and dual shut off features. The detailed test procedure
for determining the sensitivity of this valve to particulate contaminant and the results
fo thl8 test follow.
3.2 Summary
The Moog valve functioned perfectly under extensive cyclic testing using twenty micron
absolute (Glass Be'ad Rating) and finer filtration. When tested witl. fortF micron absolute
and coarser filtration, the valve seat was subject to erosion, thus causing leakage
levels higher than specification limits. Following the test series, the pull-in current
and flow and pressure-drop checks indicate that the torque motor and armature flexure
sleeve assembly were functioning properly. Considerir,g the gross contaminatien to which
this vlave was subjected, it is surprising that the operational characteristics after
ooooooo2,TSBo:3 -
the test series were so little degraded.
3.3 Discussion
The fluid flow test system was set up in accordance with the schematic shown in Figure
6 of Appendix I of this section. A tare differential pressure of 4 psid max. was ob-
tained at a flow rate of 3.5 gpm in each valve systcm using deionized water.
The Moog Bipropellant Valve was installed in the system and the necessary electronic
contro/ system was assembled in accordance with Figure 7. The valve was actuated _pen
and flow of deionized wa_ter was established to give a net pressure differential of 33
psid across the valve. The flow at this differential setting is 3.8 gpm. Storage
tank pressure was set at II0 psi. The tank was then calibrated for delivered volume
by emptying into a pre-weighed drum and-reweighing. Usable tank volume was 37 gallons.
The contaminant weight for addition to a full tank of deic.nized water was then calcu-
lated to be 4.2 grams. This correlates to the established contamination level of 30
milligrams AC Coarse Dust per liter of water.
At the start of each test fun, water flow was reestablished at 3.8 gpm and the valve
was pulsed at a rate of I0 cycles per second until the water supply was depleted. This
rea/11ted in a variation of cycles between 3100 and 4100 for each test run. At the end
of each test run, the large filter screens were removed from the 293 mm diameter filter i
I
holders and thoroughly cleaned. The valve was purged through the flow system using
GN 2. This was followed by a five minute flush with isopropyl alcohol to remove remain-
ing traces of water. Purging with GN 2 was again performed to evaporate the alcohol
leaving the Valve completely dry.
._, The valve was then actuated shut and a leak test was performed with an upstream GN 2
pressure of 290 pslg. Leakage was monitored for thirty minutes downstream of" each _ide
of the valve using a "captured bubble" method. This leakage was recorded in addition
to cumulative valve cycles.
With a 10-mlcron absolute filter screen in the oxidizer side of the system and a 20-
micron absolute filter screen in the fuel side, 20,754 cycles of valve operation were q
performed with zero leakage across the valve seats. A 40-micron absolute filter screen
was then installed in the fuel side of the system and _ 100-micron absolute filter
screen was installed in the oxidizer side. Using this combination, further test runs _
I
were made.
After the first run of 4078 cycles, leakage of 1.5 scc/hour was measured on the fuel
O0000002-TSB04
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side of the valve and 33.2 see/hour on the oxidizer side. During the second test run,
_marked change occurred.in the valve closing sound. The run was terminated aft _r
approximately 1700 cycles._ S_bseque_t leakage check shewed l_akage through beth sides
of the valve beyond specification limlts indicating poppet and/or seat degradation.
During all test runs_ contaminant was maintained in suspension by constant agitation
With GN2. A transducer was installed in the flow system immediately upstream of the
valve to measure the amplitude of the pressure wa_e caused.by the valve closing. This
pressure increase was negligible. This may have been due in part to the i/2" line
size and in part to the dampening effect of the large volume of gas entrained in the
flow stream. -- ..............
The overall test set-up is shown in Figure 8 with a detailed view of the flow system ............
adjacent to the valve shown in Figure 9. Results of the leakage tests are shown in
Table I.
3.4 Post-Test Evaluat.Lon
At the concl/_slon of testing, the Bipropellant Valve was returned to Moog, Inc. for..
examination and evaluation. Following are the results of the examination..
Tes_ were performed in an effort to disclosu possible damage to the torque motor,
flexure sleeve assembly or _te Teflon seats in the flapper buttons, since, damage in
these areas could have c_,used the leakage noted.
i. Drop Out Cur=ent & Leakage Test
- This test was perforn_ed by energizing the coils at 30 vdc and pressurizing both ports
to 2+2. psig. Slowly the voltage was decreased whale _onitoring the col% current, until
a marked decrease in outlet gas flow is noted (outlet ports are vented to a water pan).
The current level at this poi,:t was recorded as the "Drop_0ut Current."
Coll current was t_en decreased to 50.+2 ma. and seat leakage measured from each of the
outle_ ports.
Results :
Liml ts
Drop Out Current 58 ma. >50 ma.
_ Dzo_ out Leakage Fuel: 0.I cc/3 mln. $5 cc/3 mln. _ !_
Ox: 0.3 -.C/3 mln. _<5 0c/3 mln.
2. Flow and Pressure Drop Test
This test was accomplished by applying 28 vdc to the torque motor and 247 psig to both
O0000002-TSB05
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TABLE I
LEAKAGE TESTS
r
Fluid: GN 2 Fluid Pressure: ........290 PSIG
Test Type: Captured Bubble Exposure Time: 30 minutes. (each sideZ
_, Test Series A: Oxidizer Side: 325 x 2300 TDDW 10
I! Fuel Side: 2 x 120 x 650 PDSW 20
CYCLES LEAKAGE scc/hr _ CYCLES LEAKAGE scc/hr
" Oxid, Fuel _ Oxid Fuel
0 0 0 14012 0 0
m .. m " ' I
3169 0 0 17169 0 0
u m -
6622 0 0 20754 0 0
10588 0 0
Test Series B: Oxidizer Side: 30 x 160 PDSW 100
Fuel Side: 80 x 400 PDSW 40
..:. CYCLES LEAKAGE scc/hr CYCLES LEAKAGE scc/hr
.... Oxid '" Fuel ...... Oxid Fuel
o O, 0
, m , , ,
4078 33.2 I._ 1,5
5735 >i00 >i00
4
%
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inlet _orts. Then by controlling downstream back pressure, fuel and oxidizer C' )w rates
were recorded at several pressure drops. This information was finally plotted and the
differential pressures recorded at flow rates of 0.568 Ib/sec and 0.707 ib/sec for the
fuel and oxidizer ports respectively.
Results
Limits
Fuel 30.6 psid__ 25 - 36 psid
Oxidizer .......30.9 _p_d ...... 25 - 36 psid
3.- Pull In Current Test
The current drawn by the coils when the valve opens was observed. Both ports were
pressurized to 247..psig, and coil voltage was increased from zero toward 30 vdc while
monitoring coil current.
Results:
-- Limits
268 ma _400 ma.
4. Inspection Test
The manifold was removed and the buttons inspected and photographed. (See Figures I - 4).
If the unit had been subjected to a normal environment, test 1 above--would have been
the more difficult leakage test to pass. However, after viewing the pitted and particle
imbedded nature of the buttons, it was decided that an additional leakage check would
- be made at zero signal to the coils. First, leakage was measured at 7 psig applied to
both inlets, and then 290 psig. i
@ 7 psigs Fuel 0.i cc_12 min. Oxid. 0.8 cc/12 min.
@ 290 psig: Fuel 0.3 cc/12 min. Oxid. 25.8 cc/12 min.
(This test is normally run at 247 psig, the leakage limit for which is S1 cc/12 mln.)
)
3.5 Conclusions
The pull in current and flow and pressure drop tests indicate that the torque motor and
s %
armature flexure sleeve assembly functioned properly. Also, the button travel conformed _ ',
to specification requirements, p
%
Analyzing the photographs and leakage test results, there is no doubt but that the ex-
cesslve leakage at the higher pressure level was due to orifice type leak paths which
allow more flow the greater the drop across them. Note the erosion (oxidizer button),
i pitting and radial impressions left by large stringers having laid across the manifold
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seallng Imp_@_on_.. Any or all of the discrepancies could hav_ caused the Ic_Kaqo In
question.
Inasmuch as the valve showed performance deg_aAQtlon _hen the 40 micron GBR filter
was installed upstream and no degradation when protected by the 20 micron media, i_
can. be._oncluded that this particular component is "sensitive" to particles larg_e_rthalt
those which will pass through a 20 micron GBR medlu_. The optim_un filter medium, to
be used for upstream.protectlon would then be the 2 x 120 x G50 PDSW, or the alternate
medLum,. 165 x 1400 TDDW. While the 325 x 2300 TDDW (I0 micron GBR) would also provide
adequate protectlon, t_e pressure drop across this m_terial would be highar and the
service life shorter than with either of the recommended media.
•°
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APPENDIX .
TEST PRQCEDURE TP-I
SENSITIVITY TEST OF _OOG BIPROPELLANT VALVE
1.o scoo..__E
The purpos_ of this series of tests is to determine the sensitivity o£ the Mooq incor-
porated Bipropellant Valve (P/N 010-50250) to particulate contaminant (AC Coarse Dust)
In_terms of the maximum micron rating filter required at the valve inlet to prevent
malfunction caused by particulate cont_mlnation.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
The test consists__of a series of simulated operatlonal.runs using test fluids pr_-
contaminated with AC Coarse Dust to a speoiflc particulate contamination .level. The
contaminant level will be 30 mg. AC Coarse Dust per liter of test fluid (reference
• Figure 5). Each run is conducted with_/nlet filters of specific micron rating. Two
runs are performed each with progreSslvely coarser inlet filter media. The following
media are used in the order shown:
OxidiZer Valve ?uel Valve
325-x 2300 TDDW (I0_) 2 x 120 x 650 PDSW (20_)....
30 x 160 PDSW (I00_) 80 x 400 PDSW (40_)
These media have _0, 20, 40 and 1O0 micron (_ glass bead ratings as noted. Periodically
and.after each run, the valve is tested for leakage and is compared to the pre-test
. baseline values. Periodic leakage tests will be conducted •every 3500 cycles when.test-
ing with the 325 x 2300 TDD_. and. 2 x 120 x 650 PDSW filter, media and every 1500 cycles
_. _ when testing with-the 80 x 400 and 30 x 160 PDSW filte_ media ....The tests will be con-
-,. _.
ducted until approximately 21,000 cycles have accumulated with each flow media. The
sensitivity of filtration requlre_ents are determined by noting the filter medium at
which failure or degradatlon beyond established limits occurs. The next finer filter
mediu_ than that employed in the failure run represents the degree of protection re-
quired and, thus, is a measure of the contamlnant "Sensitivity" of the valve.
3.0 DESCRIPTION OF TEST ITEM
Part No.t 010-50250
Model No.: 54-I03A
Serial _.: Eng. Eval. 01
The Moog Model 54-I03A Bipropellant Valve is used for delta velocity and attitude cor-
rectlon. Each valve incorporates a mechanical linkage to operate the fuel and oxidizer
O0000002-TSRI1
poppets simultaneously. An electrical solenoid activates the mechanical link_Lqo. Thc_
solenoid is energized by an external power sourc_. Th_ p_ppet seal width _q 0.015
inches (4U0 microns) and the stroke is 0.030 inches.
4.0 TEST PLAN
I. Set up a dual hydraulic flow system as shown on.attached schematic, Figure 6.
2. Caref_lly remove inlet filter from both inlets (oxidizer and fuel).
3. Fluid to be used: delonized water
Plow Rate: 3.5 GPM (to rpovide velocity equivalent to .678 ibs/se¢
H204 or ._24 Ibs/sec MMH)
Pressure Drop: approximately:
33 psid (oxidizer s_de)
33 psid (fuel side)
Valve Response Rate: approximately (at 247 p_ig and 24 vdc, reference only)
.029 second to open
.007 second to close
Voltage Range: 24 to 32 vdc
Supply Pressure_ 100_psig approx.
Line Slze: I/2_Inuh
Filtrationz Noted on schematic
4. Load system with deionized water that has been pre-filtered through 0.45 micron
fi/ters. Assure that flow system is clean. Recirculate through 0.45 micron fil-
ters to clean up if required.
5, Install a 325 x 2300 TDDW (10p) Dre-filter in the "oxidizer" valve system and a
2.x 120 x 650 PDSW (20F) pre-filter in the "fuel" valve system as noted in Figure
6. Check operation of systems wlthodt Biprepellant valve installed in flow sys-
tems ........Electronlc instrumentation required is shown in Figure 7.
6. Measure and record the amount of GN 2 leakage through the fuel_and oxidizer sides
...._ of the valve with 290 psig inlet pressure. The initial lea_'age should not ex, _ed
5 scc/hr at an inlet _ressure of 290 pslg.
7. Determine and weigh the amount of con_amlnant (AC Coarse Dust) required to obtain
the desired contamination level (30 mg AC Coarse Dust per liter) of the cont_minated
water supply systems. Set measured contaminant aside.
8. Install the 010-50250 BIpropellant Vlave Assembly into the flow system. Adjust flow
rate and differential pressure to the deslred level with the valve actuated to flow
position.
t
g. Add the pre-welghed contaminant in slurry form to the reservoir and maintain unifc_rm _
]suspension of contaminant in the water by agitating the storage reservoir with a
_onstant supply of GN 2.
I0 Actuate Bipropellant valve 3500 times while flowing both systems. Permit the con-
taaminated water to flow directly into the drain.
Ii. Close flow valves of both Elow systems with the Bipropellant Valve activated to
flow position. Allow system pressure to drop to.O psig, then close both throttle
valves.
].2, Flush Bipropellant Valve with pre-filtered isopropanol. Purge dry with GN,.
I.I_.Measure and record the GN2.1eakage rate through both sides of the valve with 290
psig inlet pressure.
14. Repeat items 4, 8, and i0 through 13 for additlonal 3500 cycle increments, until
21,000 cycles have been accumulated, or until either the oxidizer or fuel side of
the valve fails or exceeds the aLlowable leakage rate, whichever comes first.
15.......Upon completion of the 21.,000 cycles noted in-item 14, remove the 325 x 2300 TDDW
and 2 x 120 x 650 PDSW pre-filters noted in item 5.
16. Install a 30 x 160 PDSW (i00_) pre-filter in the "oxidizer" valve system and a.............
_ 80 x 400 PDSW (40_) pre-filter in the fuel valve system as noted in Figure 6.
Check operation of system without Bipropellant valve installed in flow system.
_ 17. Repeat items ? through 13 except - actuate the Bipropellant valve 1500 times while
flowlng both systems, (instead of 3500 times).
18. Repeat items 8, and i0 through 13 for additional 1500 cycle increments until
21,000 cycles have been accumulated w_th the new pre-filters_ or until either
the oxidizer or fuel side of the valve fails or exceeds the allowable leakage rate,
whichever oo_es first.
19.......When failure occurs in one side of the valve, continue testing the other side of
the valve using _e next finer screen to that which was protecting the faile_ side
of.the valve. Continue this test to failure. The filter holder protecting the.
_'_..._ failed side o£ the valve should contain the. 325 x 2300 screen during this final
test sequence to prevent further degradation of the failed seat area.
20. Upon completion of all tests, the Bipropellant Valve shall be thoroughly flushed
with pre-filtered isopropanol followed by drying, freon flush and baking. The
isopropanol and freon shall be filtered through 0.45 micron filters.
.. , .............................................................. __. _ .... - . .
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